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nephis outline
noel

B

reynolds

there are at least two distinct reasons to examine the literary
structure of the book of mormon for those who recognize the book
of mormon as sacred scripture such a study can enhance their appreciation of its teachings for others a literary analysis provides a
subtle test of the skeptical hypothesis that this book is a unique product of early nineteenth century american folk culture although the
book of mormon has been of central importance to both of these
groups for a century and a half it is surprising to discover that very
few members of either group have examined it from literary or
cultural perspectives hugh nibley s invaluable comparison of the
book of mormon with ancient near eastern culture and john welchs
ground breaking discovery of ancient literary patterns in the book of
mormon are among the few such analyses as is richard Bush
bushmann
mans
bushmans
insightful and sensitive comparison of nephite political assumptions
to those of early nineteenth century americans
ofnephi
nephi
the scriptural text which we refer to as the small plates of
hites first as the plates of
was apparently known to the ancient Nep
nephites
ofjacob a name which distinguished it
nephi and later as the plates ofjacob
from the plates ofnephi
of nephi or the large plates 2 although nephi refers
1

frequently to the commandment to write the small plates it becomes
apparent only late in his narrative that this commandment was not
received until some thirty years after the departure from jerusalem
furthermore it also appears that it took him approximately ten years
to write the first twentyfive
twenty five chapters 3 this ten year writing period
based on a perspective of thirty years gave nephi both the distance
and the time he needed to devise a highly complex account with a
carefully fashioned rhetorical structure
the department of government brigham young university
and ed salt lake city utah deseret book co
hugh nibley an approach to the book ofmormon
of mormon 2nd
brigham young university studies 10
chiasmus in the book of mormon
1976 john W welch
autumn 1969 69 84 and richard L bushman the book of mormon and the american revolution
BYU studies 17 autumn 1976 3 20

noel

B

reynolds

is a professor in

313 14 cf 1 nephi 92
322 nephi 530 cf 1 nephi 191
acob
2jacob

write these chapters was

nephi 534 certainly part of the reason it took nephi
the difficulty of making and engraving gold plates see jacob 4411
5

2

so long to

131
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nephis writings 1I was first impressed with their episodic character nephis story reports a number
As 1I undertook an analysis of

of diverse selected events which on first impression seemed loosely
structured and plagued with the authors repetitious moralizing
there seemed to be no clear reason for dividing 1 nephi from the first
several chapters of 2 nephi as the latter book continues the same
story

renewed analysis however reveals that 1 nephi is part of an extended argument based on a thesis which the author announces near
the beginning of his narrative and repeats in many forms throughout
behold 1I nephi will show unto you that the tender
the book
mercies of the lord are over all those whom he hath chosen because
of their faith to make them mighty even unto the power of
1 nephi 120 4
deliverance
taking this thesis for a guide and
rereading 1 nephi we discover that the entire book is a compilation
of approximately thirty proofs of this idea that the lord will deliver
those who obey him and endure in faith
nephi supports his thesis with a wide variety of evidence designed to appeal especially to the
stiff necked
and
5

hardhearted such as his own brothers as well as to the righteous
he reports six incidents during his family s journey to the promised
land in which the lord interposes himself by the power of his spirit
by the appearance and speech of an angel by his voice by shock and
also by his power in a tempest at sea
each of these stories
demonstrates that victory does finally come to the faithful in even the
most difficult assignments
an additional range of evidence is drawn from similar stories and
experiences from the history of israel as recorded on the brass plates
prophecies from the brass plates constitute a further series of proofs
for nephi s thesis as do the visions and prophecies received by him
and his father most significant of these proofs is the atonement of
jesus christ as revealed to the prophets for ultimately it is by the
power of the atonement that men can be delivered from their
greatest enemy if they will be faithful
nephis faith as manifest in his writing is consistently poised
doub tings
lings of his faithless brothers his
against the murmurings
doublings
murmur ings and doubtings
primary purpose is to persuade those whose faith might be weak but
who may be receptive laman and lemuel must be persuaded many
times sariah only once nephi repeats his thesis frequently in one
italics added

nephis father

1

lehi

is

the first in the

book

of mormon

to

affirm

this

see

14
nephi 114
1

132
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form or another so that we cannot fail to see how each of his proofs
constitutes independent evidence of the mercy shown by the lord to
the faithful finally the seriousness and the importance of the thesis
are dramatically emphasized because both lehi and nephi consciously stake their lives on the thesis with wonderful results
the recognition that 1 nephi is a carefully developed argument
reveals nephi as a great champion of the teaching that men must rely
on the arm of the lord and that the lord will always prepare the way
for the faithful to fulfill the commandments given to them
regardless of the opposition they face
yet further analysis reveals a far more complex structure at the
beginning of the book nephi explains that he will first make an
abridgment of his fathers record then an account of his own doings
beginning at chapter 10 he states that he will now commence with an
account of his own proceedings reign and ministry at the end of
chapter 9 as at the end of chapter 22 the last chapter in 1 nephi
nephi concludes with a restatement of his thesis punctuated by the
formal ending and thus it is amen 6 the suggestion seems to
gehis
be that there are two records an abridgment of
ofLe
oflehis
ofie
lehis
his record followed
by an account of nephis proceedings but if those few verses were
removed we would never suspect two records the story is continuous nephi is the narrator of the entire book from beginning to
end and the very next verse continues the speech of lehi that was
gehis
interrupted to end chapter 9 we know of
ofLe
oflehis
his teachings through
ofie
lehis
gehis
ofLe
nephis report not through a condensation of
oflehis
ofie
lehis
his own record so
why does nephi divide the book in this seemingly arbitrary manner
matt ereth not to him
he even mentions parenthetically that it mattereth
that he be particular to give a full account of all of the doings of his
for the fulness
falness of mine intent is that 1I nephi may perfather
suade men to come unto the god of abraham and the god of isaac
and the god of jacob and be saved 1 nephi 65
63 4
the answer seems to be not that there are two distinct records in
1 nephi but rather that the book is divided into two parallel structures the verses previously referred to serve primarily to call our
attention to that structural division A comparison of these two structural halves reveals that the major elements of each portion are directly parallel to each other see table 1I 7
this table raises two questions first are the similarities as real as
they appear to be and were they intentionally designed by nephi
nephi 111 17 cf 11 3 101 96 2231
rhe
the numbering system used in this table is used throughout the article to identify and discuss the
various stories in I1 nephi
6
61

133
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TABLE 1I
gehis
lehis account compared to

nephi 10 22
nephis account

1 nephi 1 9
A
gehis
lehis account

1

2

3

4

a record
or
account of his proceedings but
first gives an abridgment of
gehis
lehis record 11 3 16 17

1

nephi gives a brief account of
gehis
lehis prophecies to the jews

2

based on visions he received in
jerusalem 15 15 19
lehi is commanded to journey into the wilderness and he pitches
his tent in the valley he names

6

7

4

28 15
nephi

desires to know the
mysteries of god he is visited by
the holy spirit and is spoken to
by the lord 216 31
lehi is commanded in a dream to
send his sons for the brass plates

5

6

this he does

7

in response to a command from
the lord lehi sends for ishmael s
8

8

family 71 22
they gather seeds of every kind

9

9

81
lehi reports to

10

11

his sons details of
the great vision received in the
wilderness 82 35
lehi exhorts laman and lemuel

12

10

preaching and prophesying to
856
them
836 38
them836
nephi makes a distinction between the two sets of plates

91

1

nephi now commences to give
an account of his proceedings
reign and ministry but first
must speak somewhat of the
things of his father and
brethren
101
nephi reports gehis
lehis prophecies
about the jews as given to
laman and lamuel in the
wilderness 102 15
nephi desires to see hear and
know these mysteries he is
shown a great vision by the spirit
of the lord and by an angel

1017 1430

and they are confounded

of laban
32 522
7

3

lehi teaches and exhorts his
sons

5

B

nephi makes

lemuel 21

nephis account

11

5

nephi ends with a general formulation of his thesis and the
formal punctuation
it is amen 96

12

and thus

nephi instructs and exhorts

his
con-

brothers and they are
founded 156 166
lehi is commanded to journey
further into the wilderness and
he pitches his tent in the land he
names bountiful 169 176
nephi is commanded by the
voice of the lord to construct a
ship this he does 176 184
in response to a command from
the lord lehi enters the ship and
then sails 185 23
gehis
lehis family plants the seeds and
reaps in abundance 1824
nephi details the distinctions between the two sets of plates
191 7
nephi preaches and prophesies to
laman and lemuel his descendants
and all israel

197 2126
isaiahs
to explain Isaia
isaials
hs prophecies to

his brothers nephi draws on the
great vision given to him and
lehi 221 28
nephi ends with the highest formulation of his thesis focusing
on the salvation of man and with
the formal punctuation
and

thus it

is

amen

2229

31

134
154
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second why are elements 3 5 9 and 11 rearranged in nephis account the answers that emerge to these questions are very helpful in
understanding nephis overall intent
one way to answer the first question is simply to read through
the entire book making a detailed comparison the more obvious
parallels appearing in the same order in both accounts are
the
statements that nephi will make a record of his proceedings the
record of the visions and prophecies of lehi the discussions of
nephis desire to know the mysteries of god and his subsequent
prophecies and visions the mention of seeds gathered for use in the
promised land nephis discussion of the distinctions between the
two sets of plates he is making the preaching and prophesying to
laman and lemuel and the formal endings conjoined with
re statements of nephis thesis
the other elements of the comparison are not so obviously
parallel these include the six stories of experiences from the journey
of gehis
lehis family comprising the three longest elements in both
nephis and gehis
lehis accounts see table 2 below As we begin to
compare the three stories which appear in gehis
lehis account with the
three appearing in nephis it becomes evident that there are conscious pairings between the two groups there are too many points of
direct resemblance on each side for coincidence

TABLE 2
arrows connect stories containing parallels

A 3

1I
A 7

lehi leaves jerusalem
A 6

4

lehi crosses wilderness
constructs ship

obtains brass plates

13

6

crosses ocean

leaves
ishmael leases
leavesjerusalem
jerusalem

13

5

1
13

7

compare for example the story of the trip to bring back ishmael
and his family A 7 with the story of the journey in the ship B 7
1
both accounts are prefaced in the usual way by a command
given to lehi
2
in each case nephi s brothers first become rebellious because
of their afflictions and lack of faith
135
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3

after nephis exhortations they rebel against him and bind

him with cords
4
in the first story nephi is given power from god to burst his
bonds but in the second he specifies that the lord permitted him to
be bound for a purpose
5
Ishm aels daughters and others
in both instances one of ishmaels
plead with laman and lemuel to reconcile themselves with nephi
6
in the first story they are successful but in the second these
pleas fail and the older brothers are persuaded to relent only when
the power of god threatens them with destruction by a storm
7
in each case relief comes as nephi prays
8
both times laman and lemuel repent of their actions
this analysis shows eight analogous items in the same order in two
completely different stories which occupy parallel positions in the
structural halves of 1 nephi the strength of the claim of parallelism
between these two stories does not rest primarily on the uniqueness of
the matched items as only two elements in the series of eight are
unique to these two stories rather as in examples which will follow
the strength of the claim rests on the precise order of the parallel
elements within each episode
analysis reveals this same parallel of details in each of the sets of
stories listed in table 1 combined with the obvious parallels mentioned earlier this provides very strong support for dividing 1 nephi
into two parallel accounts the first labeled gehis
lehis account and the
second nephis account
nephi did not rigorously divide the two
accounts 8 but rather created the appearance of a division primarily to
provide us with a guide to the formal structure of the book
the answer to the second question concerning the switched
ordering of some of the parallel elements is more complex nephis
desire to know the mysteries of god and his experience with the spirit
is reported in gehis
gehis
ofLe
lehis account A 5 as part of the story of
his deparoflehis
lehis
ture into the wilderness but in nephis account B 53 the discussion of his desire to know the mysteries of god and the recounting of
his vision occur as an appendage to gehis
lehis report of the tree of life
not as part of the parallel story of the journey to the land of bountiful
B 5
the question remains if a parallel were intended why did
nephi allow the reversal of parallel elements to occur twice one
observation which may provide an answer is that these reversals suggest the pattern of chiasmus
whe
the first nine chapters obviously contain several autobiographical sections which
secondhand
appear to be nephis substitutes for gehis
lehis secon
fiand accounts of nephis experiences

136
156
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TABLE 3

LEHTS

A 3

ACCOUNT

lehi

commanded to journey into the wilderness
and he pitches his tent in the valley he names lemuel
is

lehi teaches and exhorts his

A 4

sons and they are

confounded
A

NEPHIS
ACCOUNT

nephi desires to know the mysteries of
god he is visited by the holy spirit
and is spoken to by the lord

5

B 3

nephi

desires to see hear and know
these mysteries he is shown a great vision by the spirit of the lord and by an

angel

nephi instructs and exhorts his brothers and

B 4

they are confounded
B 5

lehi

commanded to journey further into the
wilderness and he pitches his tent in the land he names
bountiful
is

TABLE 4

LEHTS

A 9

ACCOUNT

lehi reports to his sons details of the great vision received
in the wilderness
A 10
alo
aio

lehi exhorts laman and lemuel preaching and
prophesying to them
A 11

nephi makes a distinction between the
two sets of plates

NEPHIS
ACCOUNT

B 9

nephi details the distinctions
between the two sets of plates

3 10

nephi preaches and prophesies to laman and
lemuel his descendants and all israel

ll to

B 11

Isaiahs prophecies to his brothers
explain isaiahs
isaials
draws on the great vision given to him and lehi

nephi

137
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briefly stated chiasmus is a peculiar and long forgotten literary
form present in the very earliest hebrew writing as well as in other ancient near eastern works 9 in the hebrew tradition it developed into
a rhetorical device in which two sets of parallel elements are
presented the first set is presented 1 2 3 etc but order of presentation is inverted in the second set 3 2 1 an element is often
centered between the two sets usually placed there for emphasis
when the apparently disordered elements of 1 nephi table 1
chiasms result as
p 134 are abstracted and placed together two chiasmus
shown in tables 3 and 4
As this suggestion of chiastic structure is explored a further
parallel emerges between the halves of 1 nephi each forms a
separate chiasm centering on its most important story the expedition
to obtain the brass plates in the first half A and the construction of
the ship in the second B 10 table 5 outlines this chiastic structure in
the first nine chapters of 1 nephi
again the question arises are such general parallels as gehis
lehis taking his family into the wilderness and ishmaels
Ishm aels taking his family into
the wilderness really sufficiently similar to give them a coordinate
location in the formal structure of a chiasm As in the preceding
analysis a detailed comparison makes the parallels even more eviin the
dent there are eight elements in these two stories which occur inthe
same order
1
both open with a family going into the wilderness because of
the lords command to lehi
2
this departure is followed in both instances by the murmuring and rebellion of laman and lemuel who desire to return to

jerusalem
3
in each case laman and lemuel are then admonished in
the first episode by lehi in the second by nephi
4
lehi testifies in the first story that jerusalem will be
destroyed and in the second story nephi testifies of the same
5
in the first episode laman and lemuel seek to kill their
father and at the same point in the second they seek to kill nephi
6
in the first story lehi is spared as he confounds laman and
lemuel by the power of the spirit and in the second story nephi is
spared as he bursts his bonds through the power of god
or a more thorough explanation of chiasmus see john W welch
9for
A study relating chiasmus in the
ifor
Ugar itic epics homer and selected greek and latin
book of mormon to chiasmus in the old testament ugaritic
authors MA thesis brigham young university 1970
chiasms emerge when major adjacent items in table 1 are combined welch proposes a different
these chiasmus
chiastic analysis of 1I nephi which also recognizes the parallel between these key stories ibid p 152

138
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both stories then report the submission of the rebellious
brothers in the first case as they obey their father and in the second
as they seek their brothers forgiveness
each story ends at gehis
8
lehis tent
7

TABLE 5
chiasmus in

1

nephi

1

9 gehis
lehis account

nephi discusses his record and he testifies it
2

11

lehi takes his family into the wilderness 22
4

the lord
219
5

4

lehi

speaks prophecies to

3

15

gehis seed
nephi about lehis

24

gehis
lehis sons obtain the brass plates and nephi
records the most striking example of the murmuring
of his faithless brothers 32 516

lehi filled with the spirit prophesies about his seed
517 19 7711

ishmael takes his family into the wilderness

3

2

is true

gehis
lehis early visions are reported followed by his preaching and prophesy15 18 20
ing to the jews 16 13
3

1

1

72

22

tree of life vision is reported followed by his prophecies and
preaching to laman and lemuel 82 38
s

nephi again

discusses his record and he records his testimony 9911 6

again we have such a wealth of exactly ordered detail that the in-

tended parallelism is hard to deny yet here we have compared the
ishmael story to a different story than the one to which it was compared earlier it is striking that nephi was able to write each of these
stories so that he could use them in parallel construction with two
other stories which themselves do not occur as parallels
this parallel construction is largely facilitated by the single
overall pattern in which all six stories are cast each begins with a
divine command to the prophet lehi which leads to a conflict between his rebellious faithless sons and the obedient faithful nephi
139
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of the conflict is facilitated by some
demonstration of divine power and the command of god is fulfilled
by the faithful in most cases the rebellion of laman and lemuel
ends in a measure of submission or repentance as lehi or nephi
forgives them the lesser details of each story and the variations in
the order of the elements are the marks which identify parallel ac-

in each

case the resolution

counts

the reader will find a similar system of parallels

in all four lesser
stories of 1 nephi see table 2 p 135
to show this we must first
examine the chiastic structure of 1 nephi 10 22 as it is outlined in
table 6 many of the parallels of this chiasm are self explanatory
lehis exposithe structural requirements of this chiasm explain why gehis
tion of his own vision of the tree of life and the prophecies of thejews
the jews
and gentiles must be left out in the first report and inserted at this
later point furthermore we can now see why nephis discussion of
how one can come to know the mysteries of god is in a slightly different order in the second half of 1 nephi as compared to its occurrence in the first half its position in the chiasm of the second half apparently
parent ly has priority
chiasms are
again the cautious reader may doubt that all of these chiasmus
intentional but detailed analysis of two stories the story of lehi
and his family traveling in the wilderness between the valley of
lemuel and the land of bountiful B 5 and the story of their journey
by ship to the promised land B 7 will provide initial grounds for
taking these parallels seriously
1
each story begins as the voice of the lord commands lehi to
depart on a journey
2
in both instances the group gathers all their provisions and
their seeds it is noteworthy that the only three references to these
seeds occur exactly in the parallels that have been mentioned
3
in the first they depart across the river in the second they
put forth into the sea
4
the journey has barely begun before nephi s brothers begin
murmuring in the first case because of the difficulties resulting
from the loss of nephis bow and in the second because they have
forgotten the divine power that has brought them there
5
ers
in the first story nephi successfully rebukes the murmurers
murmur
but in the second he has no such success
6
because of his success in the first story the families receive
instructions from the liahona or director which nephi explains
works only by faith at the corresponding point in the second story
the director ceases functioning the parallel statement in the first
140
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TABLE 6

chiasmus in

1

nephi

1

10 22

nephis account

the jews and genlehi expands on his great vision detailing prophecies about thejews
tiles iol
10
1011 16
lol
2

nephi explains that all men can know the mysteries of god by the power
of the holy ghost 1017 22
3

nephi reports the great

visions and prophecies given to him

11 14

4

overcome by the hardness of his brethren nephi interprets
Isaia
the great vision to his family rehearsing one of isaials
isaiahs
hs
prophecies as support 152 165
5

lehi takes his family further into the wilderness
169 176
6

5

nephi builds a ship and records his most
complete reply to the murmuring of his
brothers 177 184

lehi takes his family

across the ocean in the ship

185 25
4

3

concerned for those at jerusalem nephi writes for his
descendants and all the house of israel and explains the ancient prophecies of a redeemer 193 23

nephi quotes chapters of a prophecy from isaiah which parallels
portions of his own great vision 20 21

2

nephi explains to his brethren that prophecies are only to be understood
by the same spirit that also manifested these things to the prophets

221
1

3

nephi offers a final summary of the prophecies about thejews and the gentiles
drawing primarily from the language of the great vision but also from the brass
plates 223 28
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story gives the explanation for the failure of the compass in the second
story
7
the death of ishmael the afflictions of his daughters and
the attempts of laman and lemuel to kill lehi and nephi are
paralleled in the second story by the report of lehi and Saria
sariahs
hs grief
almost unto death and suffering due to the sins of laman and

lemuel

in the first story the voice of the lord chastene
cha
chastens
stens laman and
lemuel thus sparing the lives of lehi and nephi in the second only
the lord s power in the storm can soften laman and lemuels hearts
9
cha stening is followed by a period of travel
in each case the chastening
in the first story the lord nourishes the group for eight years in the
wilderness in the second nephi guides the ship for many days by
following the compass which now functions perfectly
10
the first story concludes as the families arrive in the land
bountiful pitch their tents and find much fruit and honey the second story ends as they arrive in the promised land pitch their tents
find beasts in the forest and a variety of ores
A first reading of these two stories reveals a certain dissimilarity
during the march through the wilderness B 5 two separate crises occur the incident with nephis bow and the death ishmael
oflshmael each is
of
followed by rebellion and resolution however the list of parallel
elements between the stories holds true because nephi in effect
makes two crises out of the episode on the ship by excluding part of it
on first telling and then going on to a detailed account of the omitted
section treating it structurally as a second episode this skillful construction
orders the events of the second story so that they correspond
st
neatly to those of the first story confirming that nephi intended the
8

parallelism
the combination of ordinary and inverted parallels presented in
tables 1155 and 6 suggests a complex set of relationships among the
six stories of 1I nephi see table 2 p 135
stories A 6 and B 6
parallel each other as center points on tables 1155 and 6 the parallel
functions of A 6 and B 6 are emphasized by the facts that 1 these
are the only two stories that are given chiastic structures and 2 taken
together these stories raise and answer the central issue of 1 nephi as
will be explained but the chiastic structures in each half of 1 nephi
tables 5 and 6 combined with the direct parallels between the
halves table 1 indicate that each of the other four stories A 3
A 7 B 5 and B 7 should have important parallels with two other
stories to form a second set of parallel narrations
we have shown
that A 7 is designed as a parallel for both A 3 and B 7 and that B 7
142
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it remains to be seen whether A 3 and B 35 also fit
the suggested pattern again we note that two stories may be par
also parallels B

5

ballel
rallel to a third story without being parallel to each other A 3 is not
parallel to B 7 B 35 is not parallel to A 7
the strongest parallel is the most obvious one both stories A 3
and B 35 recount gehis
lehis journeys in the wilderness the balanced
and ingenious symmetry of the other pairs of stories does not exist
here because A 3 relates the events preceding and following one
three day march while B 35 relates the events of two short marches
plus a summary of the following eight years in the wilderness some
further evidences of intended parallelism although not as strong inin
clude the following
1
both stories are preceded by verses which state that lehi had
kept all of the commandments he had received from god and that he
A 3 and nephi B 35 had been greatly blessed by god
2
each story begins with the same elements the lord commands lehi to take his family into the wilderness they gather provisions and they depart
3
in both accounts they pitch their tents after a three or four
day journey and lehi names the campsite
4
when laman and lemuel rebel they are confounded in
the first story by lehi filled with the spirit and in the second by
nephi speaking with all the energies of his soul
35
finally nephi breaks B 35 into two parts in both accounts
chastening of his brothers as a postscript
he details the rebellion and chastening
although this device adequately
to the stories of the journey
establishes the parallel elements in stories B 35 and B 7 it does not
have the same effect with A 33.
stories A 3 and B 35 have almost as many matched elements as
do the other pairs of stories even though the elements are not identically ordered the combination of several parallel elements with
some ordered elements plus the fact that these two stories contain all
the wilderness travels confirms the overall parallelism suggested in
the charts
1I have shown that 1 nephi has a complex structure based on both
standard and inverted parallelism but I1 have not yet explored the
reasons for parrallels significant ideas can be emphasized by their
placement in a chiasm alma does this in alma 36 see p 203 of this
issue to call attention to the brief yet crucial central message of his acone eJesus
jesus christ
to atone for the sins of the
count the coming of on
world alma 3617 this statement is both the turning point in his
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dramatic story and an explanation for the important changes in his
life which he details in the remainder of the chiasm 11
analysis of 1 nephi shows that not only are A 6 and B 6 related
by their central locations in parts A and B respectively but these are
also the only two stories written in chiastic form 12 as is shown in
tables 7 and 8
several important insights are revealed by the chiastic structure of
the story of obtaining the brass plates of laban the most frequently quoted version of nephis thesis
the things which the lord hath commanded for 1I
know that the lord giveth no commandments unto the children of men
save he shall prepare a way for them that they may accomplish the thing
commandeth
which he com
mandeth them 1 nephi 37
I1 will go and do

is emphasized by the chiastically
chiastic ally parallel testimony of sariah stated
in almost identical phrases it is important that each of these
testimonies is underscored by the rejoicing of lehi who first an-

nounced the thesis and who now finds it firmly rooted in the hearts of
his wife and son this may be one reason why nephi saw the first half
of the book as his fathers record
other interesting details include the parallel between labans atzoram
ofzoram
tempt to slay laman and nephis desire to spare the life of
labans servant the character comparison between the wicked
laban and the faithful nephi is very important in helping us to
understand the justification for nephis midnight execution of
laban also the failure of gehis
lehis sons to obtain the brass plates
through the wordly
gordly power of riches is paralleled dramatically by
nephis miraculous success in obtaining the plates as he is led by the
spirit not knowing beforehand the things which he should do
1 nephi 46
these comparisons strongly support nephis thesis
that the lord protects and aids the faithful
the central point of this chiasm is but another of the oft
repeated reports that laman and lemuel murmured but in this
case they are murmuring not only because of their real or imagined
afflictions but also in direct response to an angelic visitation and to
reassurance that the lord will bless them this is indeed murmuring
par excellence but why does nephi choose their murmuring as the
central point of both this story and gehis
lehis entire account the first
welch discusses
pp
ap 82

alma

36

in

detail

welch

chiasmus

in

the

book

of mormon

84

welch finds

1
numerous chiastic details in this long passage
but
nephi 3 5
there seems to be no inconsistency between his findings and the full chiastic strucap 124 25 159 60
ture proposed here see A study relating chiasmus pp
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TABLE 7
obtaining the brass plates

1

lehi summarizes the contents of the brass plates mentioning his genealogy
3 3

2

nephi testifies to his
3

nephi attempts

lehi is glad 37

thesis
to slay

laman 39

5

laman and lemuel murmur
nephi and sam 328
7

7

6

angel intervenes saying that the lord
will help them obtain the plates 329 30

laman and lemuel murmur again
331

nephi elaborates the angels message and
refers to moses and the israelites 41 3

laman and lemuel continue to murmur but
they follow nephi reluctantly 44 5

the spirit leads nephi to obtain the plates 46

sariah is sorrowful and lehi exhorts her 51

4

1

and they beat

an
8

5

2211

nephi fails to obtain the brass plates by using gold and
silver 322 27
6

2

14

gehis sons are sorrowful but nephi exhorts them 314
lehis

4

3

8

nephi spares zorams life 430

sariah testifies to nephis thesis

lehi

37
is

38

6

1
13

glad 57

9

reviews the contents of the brass plates with special reference to his
genealogy 510 19

lehi

and 4 are reversed from the order in which nephi reports them he could have
avoided this reversal only by having laman and lemuel sorrowing before laban tried to slay laman or by
Saria hs sorrowing in the camp neither of these options
alternating between the events at jerusalem and sariahs
would have been acceptable from a narrative viewpoint and certainly the reversal does not flaw the literary
structure as chiasmus requires careful distinct order but not mathematical precision

in table

i 3in
ain

7

elements

3
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nine chapters of the book
this story alone does not answer the
question fully we must compare it with its counterpart in nephis
record the second half of the book the second of these two great
stories in 1 nephi the building of the ship is also a chiasm but it
has a sharply contrasting central point see table 8 14
the story of obtaining the brass plates table 7 focuses on the
oflaman
most remarkable instance of
laman and lemuels murmuring and is
followed immediately by a highly abbreviated account of nephis
response to them which includes references to the exodus from egypt
under moses inspired leadership it is significant that the central
point of this last chiasm table 8 is the longest verbatim account of
nephis response to the murmuring of his brothers and that it is the
only other response in which he specifically cites as primary evidence
for his thesis the interventions of god on behalf of his faithful servants during the exodus
gehis
lehis account focuses on the murmuring nephis account
centers on his own response to that murmuring together these focal
in microcosm the story of 1 nephi and simultaneously
points give
givein
gitein
explain the distinction between 1 and 2 nephi the book of 1 nephi
is addressed to laman and lemuel to an audience which seems to
accept the powerful interventions of god in ancient times as recorded in the history of israel but which cannot accept and live the
teachings of gods prophet spirit or angel though the message is
the same it contains nephis tireless ingenious and inspired effort
to appeal to that audience which included many of his own descendants and to convince them thatjesus
that jesus would be the christ and that
through the power of the atonement he could overcome the effects of
all the evil in the world the transition between the two books is effected by nephis growing emphasis on the importance of the coming
redeemer seen in his exhortations to laman and lemuel in chapter
19 and in the final reiteration of his thesis in which he testifies that
those who obey god and endure to the end shall be saved at the last
day
in his second book nephi addresses a much narrower audience
those who embrace the thesis of the first book here he emphasizes a
selection of prophecies and speeches on redemption and supports
these teachings with the fact that he his father his brother jacob
and many ancient prophets such as isaiah had been redeemed of
cf welchs

analysis of the chiastic arrangement of the words and phrases in the first half of the passage
which 1I have outlined as a single chiasm see A study relating chiasmus pp
ap 162 64 this chiasm finally
emerges with clarity although it is more problematic the major reason for this obscurity is the very long central section which must be treated as one item in the chiastic structure
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god he documents what it means to be redeemed and spells out in
a powerful conclusion how we might take advantage of the great
blessing of redemption which is made available to all men through

the atonement
because of nephis persistent concern in the first book to advance
his thesis that god preserves the faithful and because of his focus on

TABLE 8
constructing the ship

1

nephi
2

is

commanded to construct a ship 178

the lord
3

nephi where to find

tells

ore for tools

179

10

the lord

blesses them miraculously in the wilderness
might know they are led by him 1711 15
4

that they

laman and lemuel murmur and complain not believing that
nephi can build a ship 1717 19
5

laman and lemuel repeat the elements of their standing complaint against nephi and lehi denying both
that they have been led or supported by god and that
the jews are wicked or can be destroyed 1717 22
thejews
6

nephi responds to the murmuring of laman and
lemuel in unprecedented detail of his thesis invoking the ancient history of israel as the evidence
that they would be most likely to accept
1723 43

35

4

nephi summarizes the great errors and sins of laman
wicked jews and
and lemuel comparing them to the wickedjews
testifies to the power and goodness of god 1744 47

nephi in the power of the spirit testifies that if god commanded he could not only build a ship but could even make
water earth 1748 52

3

2
1

the

laman and lemuel are shaken by the power of the lord in nephi
and they testify thereof 1753 55

the lord

shows

nephi how to build the ship 181

ship is finished the workmanship

exceeding fine

3

184
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a marginal audience nephi chose not to include several important
items gehis
lehis last instructions and blessings for his sons the song of

ofjacob lehi and nephi on the redemption
nephi the teachings ofjacob

the teachings and prophecies of isaiah on the atonement and
nephi s detailed discussion of the doctrine of christ he incorporates
these passages in 2 nephi which appears to be a collection of odds
and ends its only unifying features being the thematic emphasis on
redemption and the general aim at a higher or more spiritually receptive audience than laman and lemuel 15 it is interesting that the
cursing of laman and lemuel who were cut off from the presence
of god the antithesis of redemption is mentioned frequently in
2

nephi

we do not have access to nephis ideas about the rules governing

the use of literary structures modern studies of the bible and other
ancient literature have produced a variety of inductive reconstructions
of stylistic rules the ancients may have used the rules for chiasmus
were obviously very broad and they varied considerably from one
chiasmus
culture and period to another a combination of short precise chiasms
and long general chiastic structures characterizes the ancient hebrew
authors16
authors16 and some of the writers in the book of mormon without
direct access to their rules it is difficult to analyze fully the structure of
their writings in constructing hypothetical outlines we are not certain how to handle sections of text that do not fall neatly into a pattern or that fit a pattern in an obviously unbalanced way
this analysis leaves some unanswered questions several suggested parallel sections of the text are not the same length usually
the second member of each pair is longer than the first and in a few
cases it is many times as long there are a few scattered verses usually
repetitive or parenthetical that are simply left over 1I have not attempted to force them into the pattern the patterns outlined above
provide no extraordinary emphasis for the great dreams of lehi and
nephi though they do seem to explain why some of the accounts are
so brief and others are interrupted
also the specific thesis of
1 nephi may explain why the message of those dreams is not emphasized until 2 nephi
there are undoubtedly other aspects of my hypothesis which may
raise doubts in the minds of readers whether or not the patterns
outlined above are exactly right however there is ample evidence
welch does find one very general chiasm which provides at least a semblance of overall unity in 2 nephi
weich
Chig
see chiasmus in the book of mormon
a chapter in his forthcoming book caig
chiasmus
smus in antiquity ed
caiz
J W welch
6nils
nils W lund chiasmus in the new testament chapel hill university of north carolina press
1942 ap
pp 30 47
1
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that nephi was consciously working with rhetorical patterns and
devices in this article 1I have attempted to identify only a few such
elements As others are identified the patterns suggested here will
undoubtedly be revised or even replaced the more such creative
response there is to the hypothesis of this article the more my objectives in writing it will be fulfilled
this essay is not an attempt to detail the insights we can glean

from the observation of an elaborate rhetorical structure in 1 nephi
there are several reasons why 1I feel such an attempt would not have
been appropriate rather 1I have chosen simply to gesture in the
direction of the central teachings 1I see emphasized
my primary objective is twofold on the one hand I1 am hopeful
that this initial effort will prove helpful to others who share my own
convictions that this book was written and translated by prophets of
god 1I hope that it may not only help someone to understand better
the prophets but also that it will encourage others to improve on these
structural analyses on the other hand 1I hope to draw the attention
of those who do not yet share my convictions to certain features of the
book of mormon which simply cannot be explained away as products
of nineteenth century culture As chiastic literary structures were not
recognized in hebrew literature until the middle of the century it
seems impossible that any modern man could have written the book
of mormon the only plausible explanation is the one joseph smith
gave the book is an accurate translation of an ancient work
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Ambi valants
the ambivalants
john

B

harris

the time is

trembling into advent
As we stand amazed at the burdening brink
bursting into everlastingness like the bang of a balloon
frightening the child in us
tip toe tall shrink timid
and souls stretched tiptoe
while hope head hanging hurries headlong
into expectation of salvation
what does it mean
that we expectantly doubt lifes sole certainty

john

B

harris

is a

professor in the english department brigham young university
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sweet counsel and seas of
tribulation the religious life
of the women in kirtland
linda king newell and valeen tippetts avery
mormons
the cormons

fused their church leadership developed their
strong sense of community and organized their unique ecclesiastical
structure while they lived in kirtland ohio from 1831 to 1838 the
women worked beside the men as they struggled with preparation for
zions camp built the temple and experimented unsteadily with
securing financial stability
at the same time as the temporal
building of the community progressed both the men and the women
sought expression for their religious fervor motivated by spiritual
force many of the women sacrificed to get to kirtland and many of
them experienced unusual spiritual phenomena while there the
combination of sacrifice and continued religious exhilaration provided faithful women with the determination to remain with the saints
when the kirtland era came to an end
emma and joseph smiths arrival in kirtland on a crisp february
day in 1831 signaled the beginning of that era they had traveled
over 300 miles from fayette new york in a windblown sleigh emma was pregnant with twins As she settled into temporary quarters
over the gilbert and whitney store she began a new life pattern that
the unsettled kirtland years would offer her and her sisters in the

church
loyalty to conviction was pitted against loyalty to family as bitter
prejudice forced men and women to choose between the church and
their parents spouses or children A year earlier emma hale smith
had said farewell to a saddened mother and embittered father who
said he would rather have followed her to her grave
grave1
gravedI than see her
gravel
1

unda king newell of salt lake city utah has a BA degree in fine arts from utah state university
linda
valeen tippetts avery of flagstaff arizona has a BA degree in languages and english from rocky mountain college billings montana
for several years the authors have been involved in a joint project of preparing a biography of emma hale
smith
E D howe mormonism invaded
vnvailed
unvaded sic or a faithful account of that singular imposition and delugainesville
sion from its rise to the present time painesville
Paines ville ohio published by the author 1834 p 234
si
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cast her lot with the controversial joseph smith there is no indication that she ever saw or heard from her parents again josephs own
grandmother mary duty smith never joined the church because of
the opposition of her eldest son jesse though her daughter claimed
she died firm in the faith of the gospel 2
other women felt the wrenching emotions of family conflict that
came with their difficult conversion decisions their accounts are
sprinkled throughout kirtland diaries and letters phoebe W carter
who later married wilford woodruff is a case in point she joined
the church in 1834 and about a year later left home for kirtland
a distance of one thousand miles a lone maid susjourneyed
tained only by my faith and trust in israels god my friends marveled
at my course as did 1I but something within impelled me on my
mothers grief at my leaving home was almost more than 1I could bear
my mother told me she would rather see me buried than going thus
alone
especially was she concerned about my leaving home to cast
mormons
Mor
mons 3
my life lot among the cormons
I1

why would a mother rather see her daughter dead than mormon
what caused such hostility toward this fledgling church
while answers to these questions are very complex one factor may
have pertained especially to women although conversion patterns of
men and women differed little there are indications that once some
women joined the church they may have faced insinuations that they
were more interested in joseph smith than in the restored gospel
joseph hervy recalled 1 I well remember hearing it talked that
women left their husbands and families to go with smith 4 max
parkin in his essay kirtland stronghold for the kingdom lists
three reasons for the tar and feathering attack at hiram ohio fear
that the law of consecration and stewardship would gain acceptance
in hiram concern that hiram might become another major center for
the church and disgruntlement because a mans wife
from shaller
wifefrom
cormons and gone to misso
ville hadjoined
had joined the mormons
missouri
U
haf
uii it may be
significant in light of the above that a physician by the name of
oaden
ofden
den
nison took part in the attack on joseph for the reported purpose of
5

lucy
joseph smith
lacy mack smith history of ofjoseph

by

his mother ed preston nibley salt lake city bookcraft

p 244
phoebe carter woodruff reminiscence mormon collection bancroft library university of
califorofcalifor
nia at berkeley
microfilm at church archives historical department of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives
oneonta new york herald 18 january 1900 as cited in larry C porter the
the Colesville branch and
the coming forth of the book of mormon brigham young university studies 10 spring 1970 382
max parkin kirtland stronghold for the kingdom the restoration movement essays in mormon
history ed F mark mckiernan alma R blair and paul M edwards lawrence kan coronado press
1973 p 81 italics added
1958
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emasculating him but refused to do so at the last minute 6 accusation about josephs appeal to women were prevalent during the
kirtland period they ranged from anti mormon attacks like those of
E D howe7
howea to rumors of polygamy 8 that the men who tarred and
feathered joseph had heard and apparently believed those rumors
featheredjoseph
is suggested by dennisons
Denni sons assigned role in the attack
dennisonn
schi sms once the commitments
schisms
whatever the reasons for family schisma
were made and baptism was behind them the new converts looked
for ways to express their new convictions and searched out paths
which would teach them more helen mar kimball daughter of
heber C and vilate recalled attending a sunday school where she
loved to go and recite verses and whole chapters from the new
testament
she also remembered that her sunday school teacher
was a woman 9 there are accounts of women singing in the choirs
but there were few if any other formal outlets available to them in

the church
filled with the fervor of their convictions women were obliged to
manifest much of their spirituality in their duties at home and chief
among these duties was the rearing of families what seems to be the
earliest recorded lecture concerning the importance of the proper care
by the prophets mother
and training of mormon children was given bythe
lucy mack smith she counseled a group of women on doing their
duty to their children
they should consider them a blessing
and if they did not treat them as such they would be taken from
them 10
the arrival of babies brought great expectations to parents who
sometimes expressed their own hopes in the naming of their offspring nancy naomi alexander tracy gave birth to a son in october
we wanted him to have a big name out of the book of mor1834
mon she related so we called him lachoneus moroni after two
hopefully the babe had more going for him than his
great men
name and it seems that he did as naomi reported
he was a
beautiful child 11
there were many beautiful children who died in kirtland
and parents who had given them the best possible care found
themselves grieving over small graves death was no stranger in the
6history of
history
luke johnson by himself
oflukcjohnson

howe
howc
hoac

deseret news weekly

19 may 1858

p 553

mormonism unavailed
unvailed p 268

joseph
danel
danci
danei W bachman A study of the mormon practice of plural marriage before the death of ofjoseph
ap 75 76
smith masters thesis purdue university 1975 pp
max kimball whitney
womans exponent 9 15 august 1880 42
life incidents comans
heien
helen mar
ofjoseph
colucy
iolucy
jqseph smith p 197
lucy mack smith history of joseph
diary of nancy naomi alexander tracy incidents travels and life of nancy naomi alexander
typescript special collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
1
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smith family nor was it to any family in that era three of joseph
and emmas children died in kirtland their own infant twins and
their adopted son joseph murdock smith they had lost their first
baby alvin 12 while residing in harmony pennsylvania in the summer of 1832 joseph wrote to emma 1 I was grieved to hear that
hiram had lost his little child 1I think we can in some degree sim
reconciled to our lots and say the
pathise
mathise with him but we all must be reconsiled
will of the son be done 13 it wasnt untiljanuary
until january 1836 thatjosephs
that josephs
vision brought a new comfort to mothers and fathers who lost infant
children
and 1I also beheld that all children who die before they arrive at the years of accountability are saved in the celestial kingdom
of heaven 14
womens roles of course also included their relationships with
their husbands organized missionary work was a mans calling except for contacts made by women among local family and friends
but the support more often encouragement than cash came from
the women left at home it was regarded as an act of faith to stay
behind maintain the home and rear the children it was also an act
of sacrifice and love
caroline barnes crosby arrived in kirtland with her husband
jonathan in january 1836 she later described her feelings
shortly after our arrival my husband was ordained to the office of
leond quorum of seventies I1 well recollect
an elder and chosen into the seond
the sensations with which my mind was actuated when 1I learned the fact
that my husband had been called and ordained to the melchezedek
priesthood and would undoubtedly be required to travel and preach the
gospel to the nations of the earth I1 realized in some degree the immense responsibility of the office and besought the lord for grace and
wisdom to be given him that he might be able to magnify this high and
holy calling 15

it appears that for a woman sending a man into the mission field
was a vicarious religious experience
emma knew what it was to be left behind sometimes without a

home of
her own to be shifted with littlejulia
little julia
juila julia murdock smith
juiia
other

see

this baby s name has traditionally been referred to as alva but emma s bible lists his name as alvin
byustudies
studies 14 winter 1974
buddy youngreen joseph and emma A slide film presentation BYU

199

joseph smith to emma smith 6 june 1832 chicago historical society chicago photocopy of original
in church archives
day saints 6 vols
11b
B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church ofjesus
latter duy
of jesus christ oflatter
of lafter
provo brigham young university press 1965 275
caroline barnes crosby memoirs holograph utah state historical society the authors are indebted tojill
derr
deff for her assistance in locating many of the sources for this article as well as offering
tofill mulvay denn
insights and suggestions she also provided us with a typescript of the caroline barnes crosby memoirs some
punctuation has been added
13
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the remaining adopted child from household to household As wife
of the prophet her lot differed somewhat from that of other sisters
she was whether she liked it or not the model mormon woman the
example when others arrived in the burgeoning town and had to
move in with someone else while a cabin was built though they
could see that emma also had to wait when she finally did have a
house of her own emma and joseph had little privacy meetings
took place in their house streams of curious people came to see the
mummies kept there after joseph purchased them from michael
chandler and a continual influx of men boarded there while working
on the temple lucy mack smith described conditions in emmas
home
how often I1 have parted every bed in the house for the accommodation of the brethren and then laid a single blanket on the
floor for my husband and myself while joseph and emma slept upon
the same floor with nothing but their cloaks for both bed and bedding 16
the building of the temple became another part of everyday life
and women added their strength to the task arvet lucius hale as a
child in kirtland remembered that all that was not on mishons
dishons did
work all most constant from the time it was commenced till it was
chrelden
elden labord and tended mason
completed some women and chr
one sister I1 have forgot the name drove two yoak of cattle and haled
baled
rock 17 lucy mack smith mentioned two young ladies in this
mary bailey and agnes coolbrith were then boarding with
regard
me they devoted their time to making and mending clothes for the
men who were employed on
the building of the lords house 18
other women spun wool made clothes for craftsmen and made
drapery and carpets for the temple 19 polly angell wife of truman
0 angell related that she and a group of sisters were working on the
veils in the temple when joseph and sidney rigdon stopped by
well sisters observed joseph you are always on hand the
sisters are always first and foremost in all good works mary was first
at the resurrection and the sisters now are the first to work on the in20
side of the temple
tradition has the women sacrificing their fine china and
glassware to be crushed and mixed with the stucco which covered the
outer stone walls thus giving a sparkle to the exterior however we
ofjoseph
josepg smith pp
lucy mack smith history of joseph
ap 231 32
7 arvet lucius hale
reminiscence
in first book or journal of the life and travels of arvet L
et
hale MS church archives some punctuation has been added
18lucy
joseph smith p
231 both of these women became lucy s daughters in
lucy mack smith history of ofjoseph
p231
law mary became the wife of samuel H smith and agnes married don carlos smith

M

parkin
arkin

kirtland p 86
2013
edward
dward W tullidge women in mormondom 1877 reprinted salt lake city
9191arkin

np
ap

1965

p 76
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have not found any contemporary accounts relating such a sacrifice
there is no doubt that dishes and glassware were mixed with the stucco but whether they were old or discarded dishes or the ladies best is
not known
As rooms in the temple were completed they were put into use
soon the brethren attended the school of the prophets where
jonathan crosby learned hebrew with the other brethren his wife
studied it too but she had to do it at home later washings and
anointings
anoint ings along with a partial endowment took place in the temple
these activities and ordinances were exclusively for the brethren
it soon became apparent to the sisters that they were to be excluded from use of the temple except for public gatherings and they
would have no part in the dedication ceremonies understandably a
few of the women who had worked so hard for the completion of the
house of the lord were disgruntled over the situation according to
george A smith later an apostle and a first counselor to president
brigham young some of them were right huffy about it 21
although the sisters did not participate directly in the dedication
of the temple they were present they probably sang the songs from
emma smiths small hymnal published just prior to the dedication
and they witnessed many of the spiritual manifestations that took
place about the dedication of the temple one woman reported
they were two of the happiest

days of my life
it was verily true
that the heavenly influence rested down upon that house
heavenly beings appeared to many
solemn assemblies were called endowments were given the elders went from house to house blessing
dowments
the saints and administering the sacrament feasts were given three
families joined together and held one at our house we baked a lot of
bread and had the best of wine 22

many spiritual experiences occurred in and around the completed
Pres cindia huntington told of several spiritual gifts manifest
temple prescindia
during this time and described a thursday fast meeting where the entire congregation knelt and prayed softly during the praying both
prescindia
cindia and her sister zina heard a choir of angels singing most
Pres
beautifully overhead and toward one corner of the room neither
myri ads of angelic voices seemed to be
of them saw the angels but myriads
united in singing some song of
zion 23
ofzion
prescindia
on another fast day Pres
cindia was at home when a child came to
her door and told her there was a meeting on top of the temple
cgeorge A smith in journal
george
2george
1855 1886 2215 18 march 1855

of discourses 26 vols

london

latter day saints book depot

of nancy naomi alexander tracy
mormondon
23tuffidge
Mor mondon p 208
tullidge women in mormondom
22diary
diary
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went to the door and there 1I saw on the temple angels clothed in
white covering the roof from end to end they seemed to be walking to
and fro they appeared and disappeared the third time they appeared
and disappeared before I1 realized that they were not mortal men each
time in a moment they vanished and their reappearance was the same
this was in broad daylight in the afternoon A number of children in
kirtland saw the same 24
1I

that evening when the members of the congregation went home they

related the events that had taken place in the temple that day there
had been prophesying and speaking in tongues it was also said in
the interpretation of tongues that the angels were resting down
25
upon the house
there were those who were curious about the church and considered it a source for a good laugh the huntington sisters had a
cousin visit them who for that very reason wanted to attend a fast
Pres cindia
meeting and hear someone sing or speak in tongues prescindia
accordingly we went with our cousin to the
related the incident
meeting during which a brother mccarter rose and sang a song of
zion in tongues I1 arose and sang simultaneously with him the same
tune and words beginning and ending each verse in perfect unison
without varying a word it was just as though we had sung it together
a thousand times 26 the cousin did not go home laughing instead she never felt so solemn in her life
others described similar experiences mary fielding later the
wife of hiram smith told of meetings where many prophesied spoke
in and interpreted tongues 27 for mary and her associates these
times were the peak of their spiritual life in kirtland denied other
expressions of their religiosity the kirtland women seemed to turn
increasingly to spiritual gifts
although women relate spiritual manifestations throughout
mormon history these accounts subsided during the heavy persecution in missouri and in the nauvoo period after the relief society
was organized when the relief society was disbanded however
and the followers of brigham moved to winter quarters the mystical
occurrences among women increased at that time direct threats of
persecution were less frequent and there were no formal outlets or
organizations for the sisters within the church once the saints settled in the rocky mountains the relief society was reestablished and
other auxiliaries were organized As women took a larger role within
ibid
bid
ibid
26 ibid

141
241
141bid

p 207

pp
ap 208 09
mary fielding to her sister
27mary

8 july 1837

church archives
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the church framework unusual spiritual phenomena faded again
certainly official displeasure and cultural changes had their effect
but it might also be concluded that when women did not have ways
within the church structure to fulfill their needs or when they were
with their immediate survival and safety they
preoccupied
not occupied
ke
developed other means to satisfy their spiritual yearnings unfortunately
tuna tely diaries and records of women in the early period of the
reorganization are too sparse to determine if this trend held true for
III
the women who followed joseph smith 111
lii
spiritual gifts were not confined to speaking in tongues nor did
mystical experiences occur only in the temple in kirtland sarah
leavitt her husband and family lived outside of kirtland their
daughter louisa had been ill for over a year As sarah grew more concerned about her daughters condition she pleaded with the lord for
help an angel appeared and instructed her to get louisa out of bed
lay
hands upon her head in the name ofjesus christ and adunsure of her authority
minister to her and she should recover
but emboldened by the experience sarah woke her husband and told
him to prepare louisa for the blessing though it was near midnight
and louisa was weak she arose from her bed and sarah administered
to her louisa was soon up and about 28
that these spiritual powers among women were endorsed by the
1
church
brethren is clearly emphasized by three examples
patriarch joseph smith sr in 1837 pronounced a blessing on the
head of edna rogers
in the absence of thy husband thou must
pray with thy family when they are sick thou shall lay hands on
shail stand back 29 2 some
shali
them and they shall recover sickness shall
questioned joseph later in nauvoo concerning women venturing into
areas believed to be reserved for the priesthood he responded by
I
showing how the sisters would come in possession of the privileges
blessings and gifts of the priesthood and that the signs should follow
them such as healing the sick and casting out devils 30 3 eliza
R snow s minutes quote the prophet as saying there could be no
more sin in any female laying hands on and praying for the sick than
in wetting the face with water 31 he did caution them about speaking in tongues they were to speak in their own language if they had
matter to reveal and not indulge too much in the exercise of the
1

ap 7 9 10
juanita leavitt apnp 1919 pp
history of sarah studevant leavitt copies from her history by byjuanita
light
liget
aflight
joseph smith sr as cited in carol lynn pearson daughters oflight
blessing given to edna rogers by byjoseph
of liger
salt lake city bookcraft 1973 p 65
and
rjoseph smith jr history of the church ofjesus
lurter day saints ed B H roberts 2nd
joseph
latter
of lutter
of jesus christ oflatter
ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1959 60 4602 hereafter cited as HC
28 28history

HC 4604
31hc
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gift of tongues
it was all right for them to exercise that particular
is
gift for their own comfort but teaching by the gift of tongues
not to be received for doctrine 32
on balance however thereare
there
are more accounts of women being
therease
thereare
blessed with faith to be healed than there are of women actually healing others for example the crippled arm ofjohnjohnsons wife was
healed by joseph smith josephs sister sophronia was healed by a
blessing given her by her father and brothers after the doctor had
given up hope of her recovery and lucy was healed of blindness
resulting from an eye infection
each sister responded differently to religious happenings around
her there does not seem to be any indication that emma smith
spoke in tongues or experienced other mystical phenomena she was
a practical woman and her religious experiences served her and she in
turn served others in that light although glimpses are all we get of
her spiritual involvement it is clear from her letters to and from
joseph that she relied on both faith and prayer
there is no question that the early saints occasionally became
overzealous in the practice of their religion the women were no exception
cep
tion and mystical experiences were only one of several types of enjared carter
thusiasms
thusia sms that sometimes brought chastisement
became alarmed in the summer of 1831 by incidents in the amhurst
ohio branch that detracted from the spirit he attended one
meeting in which a woman just as the sacrament was to be administered was taken with an exercise that brought her to the
floor jared was not impressed with great difficulty he tried to rid
the meeting of the alien spirit he believed had invaded the gathering
he related that it was very trying to the brethren present as nearly
all of them believed that it was of god 33
about that same time parley P pratt who had been sent to visit
the branches in the kirtland area was finding the same kind of situation there parley reported these happenings to the prophet who inquired of the lord the revelation he received warned of false spirits
which deceive
that which doth not edify is not of god and is
darkness 34 rolling on the floor unusual body movements and fits
of screaming and yelling were in the category of that which doth not
edify and such practices soon came to an end
after
joseph arrived in kirtland a woman by the name
not long af
terjoseph
HC 4607
31hc
3333journal
1831
journal history of the church july 183
1851 church archives
34
joseph smith jr book of commandments zion missouri
5320 reprint independence mo herald house 1972

W W phelps and co

1833

chap
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of hubble
hubbie became the topic of much conversation it seems that she
fancied herself a prophetess and
professed to have many
revelations
she bore testimony of the truthfulness of the book of
mormon and john whitmer said deceived some who were not
able to detect her in her hypocrisy 35 again joseph inquired of the

lord
and

this I1 give unto you that you may not be deceived that you
may know they are not of me
he that is ordained of me shall come
in at the gate and be ordained as 1I have told you before to teach those
revelations which you have received and shall receive through him
whom I1 have appointed 36

and joseph
attendance at church meetings was expected andioseph
oseph thought
andi
his wife should set an example for the other women to follow he felt
it necessary at one point to reprimand emma for leaving the
meeting before sacrament she made no reply but manifested a contrition by weeping 37 the interpretation of emmas tears is

josephs

if the saints were reprimanded they were also blessed evenings

were often filled with gatherings where joseph smith sr who was
then patriarch to the church pronounced promises and blessings
upon the heads of the faithful it was not uncommon for several
families to assemble for the blessing occasion these gatherings held
much significance for the women again it was a way of becoming
involved in the religious social community consequently these exces were relished and described at length in their writings
periences
perien
caroline barnes crosby s recollection of her blessing is typical
these blessings cheered and rejoiced our hearts exceedingly I1 truly felt
humble before the lord
they led me to search into my own heart
to see if there was any sin concealed there and if so to repent and ask
god to make me clean and pure in very deed the patriarch conversed
with us some
mother lucy mack smith was in the room she
added her blessing or confirmed what we had already received

38

emma hale smith was also given a patriarchal blessing by her
father in law in december 1834 oliver cowdery was there to record
it emma was blessed and comforted she was told that the lord had
heard her prayer for josephs deliverance from his enemies she was
reminded of her fathers family and told that some of them would

whitmer the book ofjohn
of john whitmer carbon copy of typescript church archives p 4
31joseph smith
jr book of commandments chap 4456 7
HC 2304
37hc
31 31crosby
crosby memoirs
35john
john
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see their folly and repent of their sins
would they be saved
4

4

but only

by affliction

thou has

seen much sorrow because the lord has taken from thee three
of thy children in this thou art not to be blamed for he knows thy pure
desires to raise up a family that the name of my son might be blessed
thou shalt yet be blessed and thou shalt bring forth other
and now
children to the joy and satisfaction of thy soul and to the rejoicing of
thy friends thou shalt be blessed with understanding and have power
to instruct thy sex teach thy family righteousness and thy little ones
the way of life and the holy angels shall watch over thee and thou shalt
be saved in the kingdom of god 39

the word ordination is seen from time to time in connection with

blessings given to women of the church emma was ordained by
the prophet to expound the scriptures and to exhort the church
later in nauvoo joseph spoke of the sisters being ordained to
40the
the other women in the relief society they
lead 40
preside over and lead40
were also ordained to heal the sick these ordinations when conferred
on women were apparently independent from the priesthood they
were what might be termed callings 41
emmas role as the prophets wife often took an interesting turn
newly converted sisters looked to her to set the standard they expected to find throughout the church vesta crawford an early
editor of the reliefsociety
relief society magazine in her unpublished manuscript
of emma smith told of one such encounter

an old lady drove up to the prophets house desiring to look at
gods mouthpiece before she had even washed the dust from her eyes
emma thought a cup of strong tea would revive her for she had traveled
far over rutty roads and to be sure she did smack her lips over the cup
but when she went about town she whispered that emma did not keep
the word of wisdom and if joseph couldnt control his own
household
she left the church and left it in company 42

others left the church too but for more serious reasons by
1837 apostasy was rampant eliza R snow reflected on conditions
during that time
for see ah see in yonder eastern land
in kirtland city a promiscuous band
where wheat and tares to such a height had grown

that saints

could scarce from hypocrites be known43
known43

joseph smith sr blessing given to emma smith emma smith papers archives of the reorganized
of jesus christ of latter day saints independence mo
church ofjesus
HC 4607
40hc
also
alsojournal
journalofdiscourses
Discourses 21367 68
journal
HC 4603 see aiso
ofdiscourses
of
4wc
42vesta
vesta crawford MS marriott library university of utah salt lake city p 53
ondl
adam ondi
ofadam
eliza R snow the gathering of the saints and the commencement of the city of
bilza
eilza
Tical andpolitical
historical
and political 2 vols liverpool rjames 1856 110
ahman poems religious Histo
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mary fieldings letters provide some excellent insights into the
schisma among the leaders of the church she told of attending
schisms
meetings in the temple where parley P pratt vie
d with sidney rigdon
vied
over josephs leadership while the prophet lay deathly ill caroline
crosby heard rumors that her neighbors were leaving the church

we had taken sweet

counsel together and walked to the house of god
1I met sister riggs and asked her if it was true that she
as friends
had apostatized she said she was dissatisfied with some things in the
church but that she still believed in the book of mormon and thought
she always should I1 felt very sorrowful and gloomy but never had the
first idea of leaving the church or forsaking the prophet 44

hepzibah richardss
richards
ss letters also serve to illuminate those last volatile
Richard
I care not how soon 1I am away
months that closed the kirtland era
from this place she writes 1 I have been wading in a sea of tribulation ever since 1I came here for the last three months we as a people
have been tempest tossed and at times the waves have well nigh over1

whelmed us

45

for lucy mack smith the nightmarish episodes of the new york
era repeated themselves her home searched her husband arrested
and her sons forced into hiding und
a unted
anted she prepared to leave
undaunted
for new portage where joseph sr was safe after his escape from

kirtland
seven years after her arrival emma smith left kirtland to join
her husband who awaited her sixty miles west in norton in outward
appearance she left as she had arrived expecting another child
traveling overland in the dead of winter to a new gathering place and
abandoning three more infant graves
but emma smith phoebe carter carolyn crosby sarah leavitt
mary fielding and the other women who joined them as the church
moved to missouri were changed by their experiences the sense of
community the strong bonds of shared testimonials the triumphs
over apostasy and the knowledge that they had almost made the first
experiment work buoyed them on these women moved from
kirtland with the firm conviction that sweet counsel could meet seas
of tribulation and their spiritual strength would triumph the tares
had been weeded from the wheat

crosby

memoirs

hepzibah richards to friends 23 march 1838 richards family correspondence church archives
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the council of fifty and its members
1844 to 1945
D michael quinn
since the mid 1950s several articles graduate theses and books
have examined the existence and supposed role of the council of
fifty in mormon history so that by now the council of fifty is
within the general awareness of a large proportion of latter day saints
mormons unfortunately these writers did
as well as interested non cormons
not have access to documents presently available and in some cases
they did not consult important sources then available because casual
examination can make anything appear monstrous under the
academic microscope scholarly studies of the council of fifty thus far
have tended to distort insufficient evidence and sometimes to sensationalize
tion alize their interpretations current research into the documents
and historical environment of the council of fifty requires a rewriting
of these scholarly and highly popular interpretations rather than a
rewriting of mormon history in light of these previous interpretations
of the council of fifty
the primary role of the council of fifty was to symbolize the
otherworldly world order that would be established during the
millennial reign of christ on earth aside from its symbolic value
the singular importance of the council of fifty is that it reveals
revealsjoseph
joseph
Mormoni sms greatest constitutionalist the 1844
smith jr as mormonisms
minutes of the council contain hundreds of pages of the prophets
1

D michael qumn
quinn
dumn is an associate professor of american history brigham young university this article is an
m the mormon hierarchy 1832 1932 an
expansion of the authors interpretation of the council of fifty in
ph D diss yale university 1976 pp
ap 193 213
american elite phd
john D lee
robert glass cleland and juanita brooks eds A mormon chronicle the duner
dundr ofjohn
dunes
of joan
1 xxm
xam and passim james R oark
1848 1876 2 vols san marino calif the huntington library 195
clark
19555 ixxiii
18481876
dark
ofdeseret
deseret utah historical quarterly 26 april
the kingdom of god the council of fifty and the state of
131 48 hyrum L andrus joseph smith and world government salt lake city utah deseret
greatbasin
day saints
the latter duy
book co 1958 leonardj arrington great
basin
barin kingdom an economic history odthe
of fhe
ofthe
1830 1900 cambridge mass
ap 31 32 and passim jo ann barnett
harvard university press 1958 pp
ph D diss university of colorado 1965
cormons in
m politics the first hundred years phd
shipps the mormons
1958

kiaus
klaus
klausj
of fifty in mormon
klausaJ hansen quest for empire the political kingdom of god and the council offifty
history east lansing michigan state university press 1967 klaus hansens work is most vulnerable to this
criticism because his 1974 second edition stated that there was no need for revision when in fact his inter
interions were indefensible in view of diaries and other manuscripts readily available for research at the time
lons
pretat ons
pretations
of the second edition
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teachings about the meaning of the US constitution and the application of that document to the latter day saints in the world and
during the millennium
the secondary role of the council of fifty involved its literal
practical functions the council of fifty was only infrequently active
throughout it history and LDS church leadership dominated and
directed it when it was active the council was not a challenge to the
existing system of law and government but functioned in roles
familiar to american political science special interest lobby caucus
local political machine and private organization governed by
parliamentary procedures because LDS leaders did not regard the
council of fifty as subversive of american institutions its existence
was common knowledge among the latter day saints as long as it
functioned and its deliberations were no more secret than were those
non
of the quorum of the twelve apostles As a nonrevolutionary
revolutionary
political instrument the council of fifty held it final meeting in
1884 but the organization continued to survive technically until the
last of its members died in 1945

establishment
among several historical questions about the council of fifty

is

the matter of dating its establishment A different date for its
organization is provided by each of four reputable original sources
7 april 1842 10 11 and 13 march 1844 primarily because each
source considered a different event as marking the councils origin
each of these dates has significance in the establishment of the council of fifty
the minutes of the council for 10 april 1880 state that it was
organized by the lord april 7th
they further indicate that
ath 1842
this was the date of the revelation to joseph smith which provided
the name and mission of the organization 2 dating the organization
when joseph
of the council of fifty in terms of the revelation and not whenjoseph
smith acted upon the revelation thus fulfills the prophecy of daniel
that the kingdom of god was a rock cut out of the mountain without
LDS leaders often cited the daniel passage
hands daniel 244 43
45
when they spoke of the organization of the latter day kingdom of
god 3 at present no document has surfaced that explains why
joseph smith waited two years to give temporal fulfillment to that
of the council of fifty 10 april 1880 typed copy special collections harold B lee library
ham young university provo utah
brigham
brig
examples in hyrum L andrus doctrines of the kingdom vol 3 of foundations of the millennial
kingdom ofchrist
ap 40
46
4046
of christ salt lake city bookcraft 1973 pp
406
2minutes
minutes
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which was organized by the lord april 7th
ath 1842 but the 1842
date stands as the divine establishment
when it comes to the temporal establishment wilford
woodruff and franklin D richards state that joseph smith organized the council of fifty on 10 march 1844 4 on that date joseph
smith read two letters from lyman wight george miller and their
associates who were on a mission in wisconsin to obtain lumber to
nauvoc house and the nauvoo temple in illinois lyman
build the nauvoo
wight complained that the US indian agent was using his legal
powers to prevent the latter day saints from dealing with the indians
mormons to obtain lumber from indian lands elder
who allowed the cormons
wight asked the first presidency to let his group go with the indians
to the republic of texas where they would be free from US laws and
could establish a gathering place 5
joseph smiths handwritten journal for 10 march 1844 indicates
how a 430 PM meeting of a few associates at the nauvoo mansion to
discuss these letters was the starting point for the organization of the

council of fifty
joseph asked can this council keep what I1 say not make it
public all held up thir sic hands one blank line
copy the constitution of the US
hands of a select committee one blank line
no law can be enacted but what every man can be protected from

the meeting adjourned and reconvened at 7 PM in the assembly room

above joseph smiths store where he had introduced the endowment
ceremonies in may 1842 and where he now met in council with
these men and enjoined perfect secrecy of them 6
joseph smith may not have planned to organize a special council
on this occasion but in the process of this day s meetings the prophet
made a provisional organization as indicated by the facts that one of
those in attendance john phelps was not among those formally admitted to the council of fifty after 10 march 1844 and that willard
richards remained provisional chairman only three days 7

woodruff journal
wilford woodruffiournal

10 march 1844

and franklin D richards journal

10

april

1880 both at

ves
library Archi
archives
Yes historical department of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

utah hereafter cited

church archives
day saints ed brigham H roberts
joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesus
lutter duy
latter
of jesus christ of
oflatter
2nd
and ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 1951 6255 60 hereafter cited as HC
joseph smith jr journal 10 march 1844 kept by willard richards church archives his long entries
for this date were omitted from the published history ofthe
rke
the church 6160 and his much briefer entry for
of rhe
odthe
11 march 1844 was expanded greatly in HC 6160 6 11
6 1 william clayton journal entries from
joseph smith jr journal 10 and 11I 11I march 1844 HC 6160 61
in james B alien
10 march to 18 april 1844 referred to injates
injames
ailen one mans nauvoo the mormon experience in
allen
illinois as seen and felt by william clayton journal of mormon history 6 1979
as
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the manuscript history of the church the published history of

the church and the journals of william clayton andjoseph
and joseph fielding
all state that the council of fifty was organized on 11 march 1844 8
because this is the date when joseph smith first formally admitted
men to membership in the organization that became the council of
fifty scholars have most often used 11 march 1844 as the organization date this practice is appropriate as long as it is recognized why
members of the council of fifty sometimes also identified the
establishment of the council with the other dates under discussion
here
brigham young s handwritten journal and manuscript history
state that the organization occurred on 13 march 1844 9 on this occasion joseph smith was chosen the standing chairman of the counsionjoseph
cil of fifty replacing the provisional chairman willard richards 10
from this date onward the president of the church was always the
standing chairman of the council of fifty in view of brigham
youngs s emphasis on the primacy of the LDS president it is natural
young
that he would stress 13 march 1844 as the date of establishment
NAMES

original documents not only assign various dates of establishment but also designate this special organization by a variety of
names the specific names must be known in order to identify the
council of fifty and to avoid assuming that every oblique reference to
council applies to the council of fifty in a revelation presented
by john taylor to the council of fifty on 27 june 1882 as well as in
the minutes of the 10 april 1880 meeting of the council of fifty and
in the journals of william clayton franklin D richards andjoseph
and joseph
F smith the official revealed name of the council of fifty is the
4 1

manuscript history of the church 11 march 1844 andjosephficidingjournal
Kelding journal 11 march 1849 church
and joseph keldingjournal
clayton journal 11 march 1844 as cited in ailen
archives william claytonjournal
fn 20
allen
alien one mans nauvoo an
brigham young journal 13 march 1844 church archives manuscript history of brigham young
13 march 1844 in later published versions of history of brigham young
this was altered to conform to
the traditional I111I1 march 1844 date see latter day saints millennial star 26 21 may 1864 328
lowilliarn
fn 21 HC
william clayton journal 13 march 1844 referred to in allen
ailen one mans nauvoo an
alien
26 21 may 1864 328 describes these appoint6263 history of brigham young LDS millennial star id
ments but puts them on 11 march 1844 contrary to brigham young s handwritten journal and to william
Clay
ciaytons
claytons
claytonl
tons journal
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kingdom of god and his laws with the keys and powers thereof
and judgment in the hands of his servants ahman christ 1I 1I
11

this name was too complex to be

easily remembered or written

and so this organization had a wide assortment of shorter designations sticking closely to the revealed name heber C kimball and
john henry smith called it the kingdom of god 12 in a briefer
reference to the full name joseph smith willard richards and
heber C kimball mentioned it as the kingdom 13 and heber C
kimball sometimes called it simply the K 14 after referring to it
three times as special council
the manuscript history of the
church and the published history of the church henceforth called it
the general council 15 george miller and franklin D richards
designated it council of the kingdom whereas william clayton
clay ton
4

athis is the name from the revelation of27june
of 27 june 1882 as found in a collection ofjohn
ofjohn taylors revelations
ithis
this
copied by his daughter annie taylor hyde in her notebook p 67 church archives the william clayton

journal

gives the same reading

of the name except that william clayton makes laws
an 21 the 10 april 1880 minutes
singular and makes power plural see alien
allen
ailen one mans nauvoo fn
agree with the 1882 revelation except in leaving out ahman christ and in making power plural the
franklin D richards journal for 16 march 1880 and the joseph F smith journal memorandum recorded
following the 31 december 1880 entry church archives both agree with the 1882 revelation except for leavandmakmg
making power plural howeverjoseph
however joseph F smith in his journal for
ing out the words ahman christ and
16 march 1880 agrees with the singular form of power
of the full name yet closing
abbreviated versions ofthe
odthe
with the words ahman christ are found in the entry for 9 october 1884 in the abraham H cannon
cannonjour
journal harold B lee library brigham young university and the 3 march 1849 entry in the john D lee jour1 98
nal as published in cleland and brooks A mormon chronicle 198
woodruffjournal 29 may
the wilford woodruffjournal
god & his law & judgment
1847 gives the name in an abbreviated and shorthand form
the kingdom of goda
in then follows the shorthand the hands ochis
a cross for christ
the
of his sertnts
selrtnts sic ahman then across
ofhis
preceding transcription is courtesy of andrew F ehat editorial intern for B YU
YU studies
heber C kimball journal 4 february 1845 church archives john henry smith journal 18 may
1881
1881 in george A smith family collection western americana J willard marriott library university of
utah salt lake city
13
joseph smith journal 13 may 1844 willard richards journal 13 may 1844 and heber C kimball
journal 1 march 1845
heber C kimball journal 11 march 1845
15b
B H roberts cited the original manuscript for the history odthe
of the church whereas the 1857 compilers of
the manuscript history of the church footnoted the term general council in the manuscript and identified it as the council of fifty see HC 77579
379
579
it should be noted that the term general council was
7379
used to identify the council of fifty only in these sources created by the LDS church historian in utah and
the term was never used by the members of the council of fifty in their contemporary diaries and journals
moveover
moreover
Moveover whereas the term council of fifty has only one possible application the term general council has had many other applications in mormon history an organization of high priests as indicated in doc102 1 8 a meeting ofall
trine & covenants 1021
cfall
of all general and local church officers as indicated in minutes of a
general council LDS millennial star 24 18 january 1862 33 and meetings during the pioneer exodus in
involving all captains of companies and other camp leaders many of whom were not members of the council of
fifty therefore although some present authors consistently prefer general council when referring to the
council of fifty the term general council is the least satisfactory of all possible names
general council references are in
274 286 331 341 343 351 356 369 HC 17379
m HC 66274
379
579 380
7579
387 395 399 401 405 406 407 439 447 453 567 and in manuscript history of the church under 26
march 1844 4 april 1844 11 april 1844 18 april 1844 25 april 1844 6 may 1844 13 may 1844 31 may
1844 1 march 1845 4 march 1845 11 march 1845 18 march 1845 22 march 1845 11 april 1845 15 april
1845 22 april 1845 29 april 1845 6 may 1845 10 may 1845 9 september 1845 30 september 1845 4 october 1845 11 january 1846 12 november 1846 13 november 1846 25 december 1846 26 december
1846 27 december 1846 9 october 1868 and in historians officejournal
office journal 9 october 1868
1

january

1845
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expanded that to the council of the kingdom of god 16 joseph
fielding in 1844 called it the grand council whereas lyman
wight in 1848 described it as the grand council of the kingdom of
grand council of god
god
and grand council of
heaven 17 john D lee exuberantly called it councils of the
gods whereas daniel spencer and robert T burton obliquely
18
listed it as council of
in 1849 men like joseph fielding
and john D lee called it legislative council
horace S eldredge andyjohn
andjohn
but dropped that name in 1850 when congress created utah territory with a civil legislature in which the upper house was called the
legislative council 19 john D lee also described it as municipal
department of the kingdom of god which brigham young jr
echoed later as church municipal board 20
the identity of the council of fifty with the church was emphasized
pha sized when wilford woodruff hosea stout and the manuscript
history of the church called it council of elders and when robert
T burton called it council of the presiding authorities of the
church 21 orson hyde more clearly stated this church identity
when he addressed a letter to the council of fifty on 25 april 1844 as
the council of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 22
also the council of fifty sometimes carried the name of the church
president
president youngs
joseph smiths council
council or president taylor s council 23

george
gcorge miller to james J strang 28 june 185
18555 published in northern islander 6 september 185
18555
clayton journal 1 january 1845 cited in allen
franklin D richards journal 18 may 1881 william claytonjournal
ailen one
alien
rge
an 2211 wllliam
rae
nauvoo
plo
pioneer
maans
fn
tae
M
journal
rhe
thee original
journal
rons
urnal
urual A daily record of th
thee jo
unn
claytons
claytona
kauv
william clay
to
urn al of th
neer
original pio
00
tons
ns jo
ns nauv
clar
company of mormon pioneersfrom
pioneers from
toe
the great salt lake salt lake city
trom nauvoo illinois to the valley of
odthe
pp 202 203
deseret news 1921 ap
Fielding journal entry after 6 april 1844 in andrew F ehat
joseph fieldingjournal
they might have known that
byustudies
studies 19 winter 1979
joseph fielding BYU
he was not a fallen prophet the nauvoo journal of ofjoseph
apo
my life ano
ann Aaddress by way odan
14
1488 dyman
agh t A
adjo
igh
an W
bridge d Aaccount
cco u n t an
february 1844
unn
journal
and
und
wight
lyman
lym
urn al of
djo
m fe
ofay
trom
brom
of an Aabridged
from
up to april 1848 apnp nd ap
pp 9 11 13 14
18john D lee journal 31 march 1849 in cleland and brooks A mormon chronicle 11104
104 daniel
john
spencer
journal 11 april 1845 and robert T burtonjournal
Burton journal 10 october 1883 church archives
spencerjournal
fielding journal 11 march 1849 horace S eldredge journal 4 march 1849 church archives
joseph fieldingjournal
john D lee journal 3 march 4 march 10 march 1849 as printed in cleland and brooks A mormon chronicle 197 100
lee
iee journal fall 1848 in cleland and brooks A mormon chronicle 180 brigham youngjr
john
fohn D leejoumal
26

journal 23 january 1867 church archives
2wilford
twilford
wilford woodruff journal 25 january 1867 manuscript history of the church 25 january 1867
hosea stout memo 25 january 1867 in juanita brooks ed on the mormon frontier tae
the
diary of hosea
thediaryofhosea
stout 12 vols salt lake city university of utah press 1964 2716 compare these sources with brigham
young
youngjr
jr journal 2 55 january 1867 where the council is specifically identified as the council of fifty or
wilford woodruff journal 10 october 1867 with elias smith journal 10 october 1867 council of
fifty
church archives and compare the robert T burton journal 10 april 1883 with franklin D
richards journal 10 april 1883 church archives
HC 6369 373 manuscript history of the church 13 may 1844
11hc
example in william W taylorjournal
29 june 1883 church archives cf franklin D richardsjour
taylor journal 29june
richards journal
a 29 june 1883 sometimes however such designation referred to a council that was not a meeting of the
council of fifty
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because joseph smith admitted more than fifty men to his
special council in the spring of 1844 most members called it council
of fifty even this name had several variations brigham young
referred to it as the fifty shadrach roundy called it council of
fifties
charles C rich wrote it as council of ft franklin D
richards sometimes wrote it as council of 50 kingdom willard
richards and john D lee spelled fifty backwards and rendered it
council of YTFIF joseph F smith used the roman numeral for fifkofl
ty and wrote council of
oflL george miller called it council of fifty
whereas willard richards phinehas
princes of the kingdom
richards and david fullmer designated it the quorum of 50 24
one additional name for the council of fifty deserves separate
consideration its members also called the council of fifty the living constitution or council of the living constitution 25 some
writers have confused this with the name of the fifteen trustees of the
mercantile and mechanical association of nauvoo who were
presented in a public meeting on 31 january 1845 as the living
constitution of that association 26 the two living constitutions
were as distinct as their separate organization dates although eight
members of this business living constitution were already
members of the council of fifty s living constitution two others
were never members of the council of fifty and five other members
of this 1845 business living constitution did not join the council
of fifty until from one month to in one case twenty two years
later 27
council members peter haws erastus snow and george Q
cannon explained why the council of fifty had the title living
brigham young journal 4 february 1845 shadrach roundyjournal
roundy journal end of 1870 entry charles C
rich journal 4 march 1845 franklin D richards journal 4 october 1881 willard richards journal
1846 john D leejournal
27 march 1846john
joseph F smithjournal
1846joseph
smith journal 10 april 1880 willard richards
lee journal 18 april 1846
journal 21 august 13 september 1851 phinehas richards journal 25 august 1851 and 23 23january
january 1867
55
fullmer family notebook p 411 all at church archives and george miller to james J strang 1 july 18
1855
published in northern islander 20 september 1855
25 daniel spencer
spencerjournal
journal 12 april 1845 cf heber C kimballjournal
kimball journal 12 april 1845 the kingdom
daniel spencer
spencerjournal
journal 18 april 1845 cf charles C richjournal
rich journal 18 april 1845 council offt
met
of ft
william W phelps in meeting of 27 february 1845 miscellaneous minutes at church archives john D lee
mormonism unveiled ed W W bishop st louis mo bryan brand & co 1877 p 173 an unsigned
article in zions harbinger and Bane
baneemys
emys organ 2 january 1852 3 declared that joseph smith secretly
organized a council of 550 men which he denominated the grand council and living constitution of the
kingdom of god
the knowledgeable source of this information was undoubtedly william marks who
made a less specific description of the council of fifty in his letter published in zions
zion s harbinger 3 july
24 24brigham

1853

53

pp 3 11 12 and amasa M lyman
minutes of mercantile and manufacturing association of nauvoo ap
journal 28 january 4 february 7 february and 18 february 1845 church archives HC 7369
ibid the 1845 business living constitution consisted ofjohn
ofjohn taylor george A smith and amasa M
following
Howing twelve counselors samuel bent alpheus cutler phinehas
lyman as a presidency with the fo
richards edward hunter daniel spencer john benbow theodore turley orson spencer david fullmer
charles C rich william weeks and joseph W coolidge compare to biographical sketches at end of this
article
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joseph smith asked the council to write a constituconstitution
tion for the kingdom of god after a week of unsuccessful effort
joseph smith delivered a revelation to the council of fifty that stated
211
ye are my constitution 28128
in this view the latter day kingdom of
god transcended the confines of a single written document and the
kingdom conducted itself according to the words and acts of inspired
men A revelation to the council of fifty on 27 june 1882 reaffirmed
that ye are my constitution and 1I am your god 29 the designation of the council as living constitution has special significance
in a later discussion of the subordination of the council of fifty to the
church s first presidency and the quorum of the twelve apostles 30
PURPOSES

the
authors often cite the history odthe
taf church to describe the purof tae
poses of the council fifty 31 but the revelation of 27june
27 june 1882 gives
a more comprehensive statement of the council s purpose
thus saith the lord god who rules in the heavens above and in the

earth beneath 1I have introduced my kingdom and my government
even the kingdom of god that my servants have heretofore prophesied
of and that I1 taught my disciples to pray for saying thy kingdom
come thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven for the establishment of my rule for the introduction of my law for the protection of
my church and for the maintenance promulgation and protection of
civil and religious liberty in this nation and throughout the world and
all men of every nation color and creed shall yet be protected and
shielded thereby and every nation and kindred and people and
tongue shall yet bow the knee to me and acknowledge me to be ahman
christ to the glory of god the father 32

this

expansive mission of the council of fifty was referred to by
members benjamin F johnson and john D lee in often quoted
statements 33
after a virtual silence in traditional LDS histories about the role
of the council of fifty in nauvoo and utah history the writers of the
1930s and 1960s concluded with increasing enthusiasm that the
1950s
council of fifty was actually the dynamic agent of mormon history
21ipottawattamic
pottawattamie high council minutes p 137 20 january
20january 1849 and charles L walkerjournal
waiker journal 5 june
walker
1870 church archives salt lake herald 16 september 1897 p 5
annle taylor hyde notebook p 65 this statement also appears as a quote in the minutes of 21 april
annie
1880 harold B lee library brigham young university and probably was taken from an earlier revelation
secsee an
fn 108
30see

HC
jhc
3hc

6261
andyjohn
richards journal andjohn
and john henry smith
annle taylor hyde notebook pp
annie
ap 58 60 see also franklin D richardsjournal
journal for 27 june 1882
33 33benjamin
benjamin F johnson A life review MS p 94 church archives and cleland and brooks A mormon chronicle 180 both statements are re quoted in the studies of
ofhansen
hansen andrus and others
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from 11844
844 to the 1880s in 1958 james R clark
oark stated that the
dark
policy making body for
council of fifty or general council was the policymaking
the civil government of utah from 1848 to 1870 if not later 34 then
1963 that the council of fifty was as imporjan shipps observed in 1965
tant if not more so in building the temporal kingdom than the
council of the twelve apostles 35 and in 1967 klaus
kiaus
klausj
klausaJ hansen
concluded that without the existence and activities of the council of
fifty which contributed significantly to the building of the rocky
mountain kingdom mormonism might well have failed to enjoy its
present stature and prestige within the framework of accepted
american religious values and persuasions 36 those conclusions can
no longer be supported now that current research demonstrates that
the council of fifty was most often not functioning and was only a
symbolic formality when it was functioning
ACTIVITY

two parliamentary rules governed the council of fifty it could
convene only when it had a quorum fifty percent of membership in
attendance and it existed officially only when it convened to conduct
business thus the council of fifty had only a technical non
functioning existence when its members did not meet with or report
to convened sessions of the council
although the murder of joseph smith and other mob actions
threatened the existence of both the church and civil order at
nauvoo william clayton recorded that the council of fifty met on
4 february 1845 for the first time since the death of the prophet the
previous june 37 during these critical months the quorum of twelve
previousjune
apostles acted virtually alone in stabilizing nauvoos
Nauvoos religious and
civil society from 1 march through may 1845 the council of fifty
convened nearly every week to respond to current crises and to plan
for the westward movement
after may 1845 the council met
sporadically until its final pre exodus meetings in the nauvoo temple
on 11 13 and 18 january 1846
after january 1846 the council of fifty had
for nearly three years afterjanuary
few meetings because its members were widely scattered during the
pioneer exodus making it difficult to obtain a quorum for meetings
for example apostle john E page a member of the council was
dropped from church office and disfellowshipped
ped in february 1846
disfellowship
chark
ciark
clark
cllrk
35
shipps
Ships

the kingdom of god p
cormons in politics
the mormons

quest
jor
questforempire
hansen quert
for empire p 190
nwilliarn
william claytonjournal
clayton journal 4 february

143

p 165

36 36hansen

1845

cited in ailen
alien
allen

one mans nauvoo

an
fn 25
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and was excommunicated from the church in june 1846 even
though council of fifty members regardedjohn
regarded john E page as a traitor to
both the church and the kingdom it was not until 12 november
1846 that a quorum twenty six members of the council of fifty
could convene to drop him from the council 38
the council of fifty did not meet regularly again until
december 1848 and therefore exerted minimal direction of the mormon pioneer exodus an examination of the attendance at the scores
of council meetings which supervised the pioneer exodus from
february 1846 to december 1848 shows a consistent pattern the
apostles summoned these pioneer council meetings and invited
members as well as non members of the council of fifty to participate at the direction of the apostles 39 the inclusion of non
members of the council of fifty actually diminished the status of
council members who regarded the exodus as their primary mission
this situation undoubtedly was what prompted george miller s sarcastic comment in 1855 that the council of fifty in 1846 1847
Brig hams reign 40 miller s
swelled to a great crowd under brighams
disgruntled remark certainly did not describe an actual enlargement
of the council although brigham young s additions to the council
of fifty increased its membership to a temporary high of sixty men in
disaffections
1845 deaths and dis
affections soon reduced the membership to the
mid fifties level established by joseph smith president brigham
young convened the council of fifty occasionally during the pioneer
exodus of 1846 1848 but the consistent supervision of the exodus
was provided by members of the quorum of the twelve apostles to
which other members of the council of fifty were subordinate
after an initial flurry of activity from 1848 to 1850 in utah the
council of fifty became a virtual relic during the remainder of
brigham young s leadership it met weekly from december 1848
through the end of 1849 to provide the foundation for utah s civil
government the council did not convene again until 21 august
1851 one comment during the 1851 meetings demonstrates that
the council of fifty had ceased to function while it was unconvened
S roundy was appointed on a
during this year and a half period
mission east two years ago and never made any report if they want it
he is ready to make a report 41 the council of fifty met periodically
1

3willard richards journal 12 november 1846
hwillard
willard
9 examples
9examples in the willard richards journal are meetings of 30 march 2 april 18 april 26 april 27
april 20 may 7 august 1846
40
gcorge
george miller to james J strang 1 july 1855 published in northern islander 20 september 1855
40george
41 meeting of
25 august 1851 miscellaneous minutes in church archives
cf journals of willard

richards and wilford woodruff for this date
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5 1 when most members seemed to lose interest
until 4 october 18
1831
oct 4 1851 10 12 a m nine persons only having met on motion
adjourned to 1 PM 1 PM again met roll called not a quorum on
motion adjourned to the call of the president 42 brigham young
showed as little interest in calling another meeting for the council of
51
fifty as its members had shown for attending its last meeting in 18
1851
he did not bother to reconvene the council for more than fifteen

years

when the council of fifty met on

23 january 1867 for the first

since the last meeting of the council on the 4th
ath october
brigham young gave council members no encouragement
18 51
1851
was not aware of any parabout the importance of their role
ticular business to be brought before the council further than to
meet and renew our acquaintance with each other in this capacity
had no doubt but the brethren had often inquired in their own
minds when the council would again be called together 43 the
council of fifty met only eight times from this date until 9 october
1868 when it met and voted to establish zions co
cooperative mercanoperative
tile institution ZCMI the council of fifty apparently conducted
no other substantive business during the 1867 1868 period but oc-

time

he

cupied itself primarily with the admission of new members to fill
vacancies 44 interest in these perfunctory meetings of the council was
so low that on 4 april 1868 the council of fifty met this PM but
few attended consequently it was turned into a testimony meeting for
a short season 45 brigham young tired of the council of fifty and
ignored it after october 1868
his successor john taylor revitalized the council of fifty by
reconvening it on 10 april 1880 for the first time since last met in
oct 68 46 under president taylors direction the council assembled for five consecutive years a record of activity for the council
led since 1849 nevertheless the council of fifty met only
unequalled
unequal
infrequently in the 1880s five days in 1880 four days in 1881 ten
days in 1882 ten days in 1883 and four days in 1884 47 it was indeed
functioning in regular meetings during the 1880s but the council
5 1 and journals of willard richards
miscellaneous minutes for the period 22 august 4 october 18
1851
phinehas
Phin
chas richards and wilford woodruff beginning 21 august 1851 another reference to the requireehas
ment of the quorum is in albert carrington diary 5 october 1880 marriott library university of utah
43 43miscellaneous
miscellaneous minutes 23 january 1867
44journals of ofbrigham
youngjr jr elias smith wilford woodruff and manuscript history ofthe
of the church
odthe
brigham young
and miscellaneous minutes for 23 january 25 january 5 april 5 october 10 october 1867 4 april 9 april
41 41miscellaneous

9

october 1868
manuscript history of the church 4 april 1868

45 45manuscript

april 1880
47each
each meeting date of the council of fifty often can be verified by as many
aalbert carrington diary 10
4albert
albert

as

nine personal journals of

council members who openly recorded their attendance
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of fifty convened less than any other civil or religious body in utah
during the period

those who have regarded the council of fifty

the central
policy making body for mormon theocracy from 1844 to the 1880s
policymaking
must reckon with the periods in which the council never convened or
conducted business amid the tumult at nauvoo the council of fif1843 even though most
frornjune
ty did not meet from
june 1844 to february 1845
of its members had returned to the city by august 1844 during the
pioneer exodus it rarely met and its members simply joined with
cormons in ad hoc meetings convened and directed by
other trusted mormons
the apostles from 1850 to 1880 the council of fifty met on fewer
than twenty days despite the fact that utah and the church had a
very active political and economic life during those thirty years finally in the early 1880s when the US government was beginning its
campaign against mormon theocracy john taylor resurrected the
council of fifty to meet on only thirty three days during a four year
yeat
period the evidence of official meeting dates alone argues for the
insignificance of the council of fifty in practical terms rather than
for its awesome influence as suggested by earlier writers instead of
the council of fifty it was the council of the first presidency and the
quorum of the twelve apostles that provided continuous leadership
cormons in religious economic political and social matters
for the mormons
as

supervision

without question at certain times the council of fifty was

cen-

trally involved in extremely important activities of mormonism it
convened to discuss approve and carry out the 1844 campaign for
joseph smiths presidential candidacy the 1845 preparations at
nauvoo for the westward exodus the formation of civil government
in utah in 1849 and the selection of candidates for public office in
utah and the surrounding territories in the 1880s nevertheless even
when it was so actively involved the council of fifty was actually
under the supervision of the LDS church leadership at times the
council of fifty was even a rubber stamp for prior decisions of the
first presidency and the quorum of the twelve apostles
from the beginning the LDS presidency and apostles directed
the council of fifty to predetermined ends on 29 29january
january 1844 the
quorum of the twelve apostles nominatedjoseph
nominated joseph smith for the US
presidency and on 4 march nominated his vice presidential running
mate after the council of fifty was formed in march 1844 that
body simply repeated what had already been decided and continued
174
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the political campaign begun by the first presidency and the quorum
of the twelve 48 on 21 february 1844 joseph smith gave to the
apostles the responsibility to plan an exodus intothe
into the american west
and they initially chose eight men to act as scouts after the turmoil
of the ill fated presidential campaign and the succession crisis the
council of fifty decided on 1 march 1845 to select nine men to act as
scouts for a new location in the far west and the council of fifty
selected nearly all of the eligible men originally chosen by the
quorum of the twelve 49 moreover when twenty members of the
council of fifty met for prayer with their wives in the nauvoo temple
18455 brigham young asked only ten members of
on 11 december 184
the group seven apostles two general bishops and a clerk to join
him for a council about an urgent letter which warned them that the
cormons
Mor mons
US government opposed the westward exodus of the mormons
because the exodus from nauvoo was the primary concern of the
council of fifty meetings in 1845 this exclusion of nine of its
members from this crucial meeting is an important evidence of the
subordination of the council of fifty to church authority at
nauvoo 50
the diminished role of the council of fifty from 1846 to 1848
angered council members who did not have the powerful status of
the apostles during the mormon exodus george miller complained
when we arrived at winter quarters the council convened but
their deliberations amounted to nothing but however 1I was not
wholly overlooked in their deliberations 51 george millers apostasy
from the church in 1847 resulted from his dissatisfaction with the exclusion of the council of fifty from governing the pioneer exodus
and other subordinate members of the council of fifty soon followed
that disaffection when the high council in iowa tried peter haws
and lucien woodworth in february 1849 haws persisted that the
fifty should be called together
he said had never been legally ad
journed
journea sic he said that brigham had pledged himself to carry out
the measures of ofjoseph
joseph and intimated that it had not been done and
that twelve men had swallowed up thirty eight and then elder
joseph smith jr journal 29 january 1844 willard richards journal 4 march 1844 HC 6187 88
mor
forempire
77 78
questfor
ap 7778
hansen quest
for empire pp
49 49willard
willard richards journal 21 february 1844 heber C kimball journal 1 march 1845 HC 6223
7379
the excluded members of the council of fifty were alpheus cutler isaac morley orson spencer
joseph young cornelius P lott
lottjohn
tJohn smith john M bernhisel william W phelps and john D lee see
Lot john
dot
the heber C kimball journal 11 december 1845 the published account in HC 7543 44 is quite abbreviated and does not indicate that these subordinate members of the council of fifty though present were
uninvited to the council meeting of church authorities about the letter
51 51george
george miller to tojames
james J strang 1 july 1855 published in northern islander 20 september 1855
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G A smith interrupted him by telling him that the fifty was nothing bu sic a debating school 52 these crucial comments indicate how frustrated some council of fifty members felt
toward the supremacy of the quorum of the twelve apostles as well
as underscore the attitude of the apostles toward the subordinate role
of the council of fifty
even when president john taylor revitalized the council of fifty
in the 1880s he continued to maintain actual power in the first
presidency and the quorum of the twelve apostles and he allowed
only symbolic power to the council on 1 april 1880 the quorum
of the twelve considered who should fill vacancies in the council of
fifty when the council reconvened on 10 april for the first time in
nearly twelve years the nonapostolic
non apostolic members of the council of fifty
had only a perfunctory role in selecting new members of the council
the day before the council met the apostles notified the initiates to
attend the meeting 53 the most striking example of this rubber
stamp quality of the council of fifty occurred in october 1882 the
first presidency and the quorum of the twelve discussed on 4 october who should be the candidate for utahs delegate to congress
and in the morning of 11 october 1882 the presidency and apostles
voted that john T caine be the delegate three hours later at the
direction of the LDS hierarchy the council of fifty convened
discussed who should be the delegate to congress
nominated
john T caine and appointed a committee to inform the nominating
committee of the churchs
churche political party the peoples party 54
members of the council of fifty who were not in the first
presidency or the quorum of the twelve were probably unaware of
the extent to which those authorities manipulated meetings of the
council of fifty so as to arrive at predetermined decisions therefore
the unsophisticated council members developed unrealistic views it
is no coincidence that the most effusive descriptions of the council of
fifty s allegedly supreme role in the latter day kingdom of god were
written by john D lee benjamin F johnson george miller and
others who were not privy to orchestration of council of fifty
LDS presidency and apostles even apostle lyman
meetings by the LIDS
wight exaggerated the council of fifty s importance because his long
absences from nauvoo during 1844 and 1845 prevented his seeing the
draft of letter from orson hyde george A smith and ezra T benson at carbunca
Car bunca council
bluffs 27 march 1849 to brigham young heber C kimball and willard richards in church archives
minutes of pottawattamie high council show the preparations for this trial of lucien woodworth and peter
haws but blank pages were left in the record books for the minutes to be copied for the actual trials
53 53franklin
franklin D richards journal 1I april 10 apra
junius F wells diary 9 april 10 april 1880
1880junius
april 1880
54 54franklin
frankiln D richards journal 4 october 11 october 1882
franklin
520riginal
original
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extent to which the presidency and apostles constituted a shadow
government behind the council of fifty s shadow government these
overly enthusiastic council of fifty members simply did not understand that the mormon hierarchy was supreme in both church and
kingdom and that it allowed no rival
the council of fifty was prosaic rather than awesome at the
most practical level the council of fifty was the debating school
apostle george A smith called it in 1849 buttressed by oaths of
secrecy the council of fifty provided a forum to give the church
hierarchy different views on pressing questions of political economic
and social significance for the latter day saints undoubtedly the
presidency and apostles of the church did not prearrange all the
deliberations and decisions of the council of fifty but the opinions
and recommendations of the presidency and apostles carried conclusive weight in the discussions of the council of fifty the council
of fifty also provided three dozen reliable men to carry out the
political and economic programs of the first presidency and the
quorum of the twelve apostles who simply honored individual
council of fifty members with positions of public prominence but
did not allow the council itself to rival the mormon hierarchy s exercise of power
the council of fifty had a minimal role in the actual exercise of
political power but served as an important symbol of the unattained
ideal of a democratically functioning kingdom of god like its
economic counterpart the united order of enoch and law of consecration
se
the council of fifty required greater perfection in the
saints than existed during the years of mormon isolation in the great
basin of the american west created according to the uncompromising millennial context of divine revelation the council had only a
sporadic existence which was compromised by the imperfections of its
members for whom power and prestige became ends in themselves
those who most successfully fulfilled their role in the council of fifty
recognized it as a symbol of what could and would transpire when the
hearts of a sinful world and imperfect church members turned sufficiently to christ the king 55 those who were least successful in that
trust were the men who accepted that symbol in literal terms and
thereby became discouraged and bitter at the disparity in like manner the greatest weakness of the kingdom school among recent
interpreters of mormon history lies in the confusion of symbol and
55the
IDS kingdom of god
the best analysis of the millennial context of the LDS

kingdom

is

the
andrus doctrines odthe
of rhe
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substance in the failure to separate the temporal realities of the mormon kingdom of god from its unachieved millennial anticipations
membership

admission to the council of fifty came in three stages which
could occur on one day or on three separate days a mans name was
proposed most often by the LDS president as standing chairman of
the council and then voted on and then the man was formally inon the day of their admission new
itiated into the council
members affirmed that they were in fellowship with all other council
members and then an officer of the council of fifty proceeded in
giving them the charge
the name & key word and the
56 once admitted men remained
constitution and penalty
members of the council of fifty for life unless they were dropped by
the council for disaffection not until 1882 did the council add the
option of release due to old age and disability 57
the specific membership of the council of fifty has been another
area in which there has been inaccuracy part of the problem arose
when historians identified men as members on the basis of attendance at council meetings that were not meetings of the council
of fifty even some members of the council made misstatements
about its membership when they sought to remember back thirty to
ackson
sixty years john D lee erroneously indicated thatjoseph
that joseph H
hHJ
cjackson
jackson
jackson
was admitted to the council of fifty and benjamin F johnson
mistakenly claimed that sidney rigdon william marks and
members of the nauvoo high council were not members of the
council of fifty 58 moreover the general silence about membership
of the council of fifty in utah has allowed rampant speculation and
rumor however it is now possible to compare abundant diaries and
other sources on the council of fifty in order to establish the exact
dates of admission or at least the periods of service for all members of
the council throughout its history
the first evident characteristic of the council of fifty s membership is the extent to which church office was important from 1844
to 1884 the council of fifty included every contemporary member of
joseph F smith draftjournal
draft journal entry 12 october 1880 in his journal entry for 8 april 1881 concerning
new members of the council of fifty franklin D richards referred to charge obligation & password
57 57franklin
franklin D richards journal 24 june 1882
rhe
the letter ofben
lee confessions p 173 benjamin F johnson I1 knew the prophets an analysis odthe
of rge
oeben
of benofthe
ofjoseph
jamin F johnson to george F gibbs reporting doctrinal views of joseph
brigham young ed
andbrigham
josepg smith any
joseah
and
clayton journal
dean R zimmerman bountiful utah horizon publishers 1976 ap
pp 31 32 cf william claytonjournal
an 25
alien
ailen one mans nauvoo fn
statements of 1844 membership in allen
5656joseph
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the first presidency except the disaffected william law every
member of the quorum of the twelve apostles every presiding
patriarch exceptjohn
ofhyrum
hyrum smith every
except john smith b 1832 son of
member of the presiding bishopric exceptjesse
except jesse C little and more
than forty four percent of the first council of the seventy 59 of local
officers during the period forty eight percent of the stake presidents
and a much smaller percentage of the ward bishops were members of
the council of fifty during their ecclesiastical service in these positions this church identity of members of the council of fifty was
mentioned in an 1882 revelation
rulers in my kingdom and then
behold you are my kingdom and miers
m my church according to your oryou are also many of you rulers in
di
dinations therein for are you not of the first presidency and of the
twelve apostles and some presidents of stakes and some bishops and
some high priests and some seventies and elders therein and are ye
not all of my church and belong to my holy priesthood60
Priesthood60

recently appointed general
Presiden
presidentjohn
john
authorities filled vacancies in the council of fifty 61 president
tJohn
taylor also admitted francis M lyman john henry smith george
teasdale and heberj
heberd grant to the council of fifty in apparent anheberi
ticipation of his calling these men to the quorum of the twelve
apostles within a few months this is all consistent with the previous
discussion of the subordination of the kingdom to the church and
5 5 that it was the LDS church
with brigham youngs comment in 18
1835
1855
that produced the government of the kingdom of god 62
the published history of brigham young stated that several
members of the original 1844 council of fifty were not members of
the church 63 this led historian klaus J hansen to suggest
plausibly but inaccurately that daniel H wells was a member of
the council while he was a non mormon at nauvoo and that thomas
L kane later became a friendly non mormon member of the council

after the exodus from nauvoo

counselors in the presiding bishopric were not admitted to the council of fifty until the 1880s by
which timejesse
time jesse C little had resigned his office as counselor the absence from 1844 to 1884 of a majority of
odthe
of the seventy and ofpatriarchjohn
of patriarch john smith b 1832 from membership in the council offif
of fifthe first council ofthe
affif
ty can be understood in terms of their diminished status within the LDS hierarchy references to their status
can be found in the authors organizational development and social origins of the mormon hierarchy
M A thesis university ofutah
of utah 1973 p 277 and the mormon hierarchy 1832 1932 an
1832 1932 MA
american elite passim
inthis
iothis
odthe
of the council offifty
of fifty adjourned see annie
27 pune
june
this revelation was given shortly after the 27june
fune meeting ofthe
taylor hyde notebook p 80 franklin D richards journal 27 june 1882 this revelation was officially
adopted at the next meeting of the council of fifty see franklin D richards journal 10 october 1882
6examples
examples were apostles franklin D richards lorenzo snow joseph F smith moses thatcher and
counselor john Q cannon and presidents of the seventy william W
john W taylor presiding bishops counselorjohn
taylor and seymour B young
12 12brigham young in journal
brigham
of discourses 26 vols liverpool england F D richards et al
59

2 317
517
2317
2517
63
63history
history of brigham young

1854 1886

LDS millennial

star 26

21 may 1864

328
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during or after the exodus to utah 64 moreover mormon schismatic
lorin C woolley circulated the wild claim that US presidents
theodore roosevelt and calvin coolidge were members of the council of fifty 65 in reality joseph smith admitted to the council only
mormons all of whom were dropped from the council on
three non cormons
4 february 1845 after which date the LDS leadership excluded non
mormons from the council of fifty 66
cormons
the least is known about the youngest of the three non
mormons
cormons
Mor mons marenus G eaton
baton he was thirty two years old when he
entered the council of fifty an honor that the prophet may have
conferred on him when he disclosed on 27 march 1844 the conspiracy
against
againstjoseph
joseph smith by dissenters at nauvoo although marenus G
eaton
fo
for rJoseph
morjoseph
baton was among the proposed defense witnesses forjoseph
joseph smith in
june 1844 after the martyrdom he was no longer of service to the
mormons the state of new york on 5 september 1844 filed a reqcormons
Mormons
uisition with the state of illinois to arrest him for counterfeiting and
it may have been for this personal disability that the council of fifty
dropped marenus G eaton
baton on 4 february 1845 67
edward bonney s brother was a mormon but edward at age
thirty six apparently was still a non mormon when joseph smith admitted him to the council of fifty edward bonney is referred to
several times in the history of the church as a supporter of joseph
smith during the difficulties of may june 1844 but he broke with
mormons over the destruction of the nauvoo expositor when
the cormons
the city of nauvoo tried and discharged joseph smith on 17 june
1844 for the destruction of the press edward bonney acted as prosecutor and seems to have been in earnest because he later referred to
the dismissal of joseph smith by the nauvoo court as a mock administration of law
18455 he moved to montrose
at any rate in 184
iowa became a bounty hunter of criminals and in 1850 published
the banditti 0of the prairies with its unfavorable view of the nauvoo
mormons
cormons
Mor
mons 68 since the council of fifty dropped him before he left
nauvoo disaffection was undoubtedly the reason for the councils
action in Bon
neys case
bonneys
bonners

f

hansen quest for empire pp
ap 61 63
maraj
john W woolley any
markjJ baird and rhea A baird reminiscences ofjohn
lonin C woolley
and
lorin
of jqhn
andlonn

draper utah

np nd
ap

4 vols

39

biographical sketches at the end of this article and william claytonjournal
clayton journal entries for members of the
fahs 20 21 and 25
fhs
council of fifty cited in allen
alien
ailen one mans nauvoo fns
HC 6279 576 illinois executive record 1843 1847 MS 4208 illinois state archives springfield
11hc
illinois
ordan to bonney s the banditti of
WC 6405 412 488 90 500 5554 576 introduction of philip D
jordan
DJ
the prairies norman university of oklahoma 1963 pp
axi
ap vii xxi
66 66biographical
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non mormon in the council of fifty uriah brown
cormons
Mor mons he had been a friend
had the longest association with the mormons
and confidant ofjoseph smith since 1842 soon after entering the
council of fifty at the age of fifty nine uriah brown served as chairman of the political convention at nauvoo that nominated joseph
smith as candidate for the US presidency like eaton
baton and bonney
he was dropped from the council of fifty on 4 february 1845 but the
action in browns case may have been taken only because he had
moved away from nauvoo and was therefore of less value to the mor
mons A letter from uriah brown to brigham young on 3 november
184
18435 indicates that joseph smiths interest in brown centered in his
1845
invention of destructive weapons that could be used to defend
nauvoo in this letter uriah brown expressed continued interest in
the mormon situation and offered to give brigham young the secret
of the weapon for such just & equitable sum as it may perhaps be
in your power to dispose
whether brigham young answered the
1843 letter is not clear but uriah brown was in salt lake city in
1845
25 august 1851
1831
1831 considered re
1851
the council of fifty on 23
admitting him to the council and investigating the purchase of his
invention of liquid fire to destroy an army or navy but when
uriah brown became too insistent and impatient the council tabled
the matter on 13 september 1851
1831 69 there had been no non
mormons in the council of fifty since 1845
cormons
1843 and this brief reconsideration in 1851
1831 was the only other instance in which non mormon
participation became an issue for the infrequently meeting council of
fifty
earlier investigators have emphasized the active role of council
members in political office but these researchers have not commented on significant disparities in that public service 70 first of all
more than seventeen percent of the total membership of the council
of fifty have no discoverable record of public office in part this can
be accounted for by men who left the church and thereby the council of fifty prior to the settlement of utah yet even in utah where
mormons
political office was abundant for cormons
Mor
mons the following council
members apparently held no civil office abraham H cannon
amos fielding george F gibbs george D grant charles S kimball david P kimball and seymour B young in addition levi
richards held no civil office in utah even though he had in nauvoo

the third

WC 5210

246 6386 uriah brown to brigham young 3 november 1845

chives miscellaneous minutes of 25 august and 13 september 1851
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and joseph fielding philip B lewis and john young held civil office only in the legislature of the provisional state of deseret
1849 1851 after which the three council members spent the last
decades of their lives without civil office
the claim that the council of fifty was a channel to political
power becomes even less convincing when one examines the lives of
council members who held public office nearly sixty three percent
of the politically active members of the council of fifty at nauvoo
and in utah began civil service before they entered the council and
some men served more than a decade in public office before entering
these men had loyally served the interests of the church in public office for years and the council of fifty gave them no added political
power nor did it alter their previous pattern of political devotion to
the interests of mormonism as directed by the first presidency and
the quorum of the twelve although the council of fifty introduced a minority of its members to political life it seems obvious that
for a much larger number of men their membership in the council
came as an honorary reward for long service on behalf of the church
and the kingdom in public office for these reasons tabulating the
number of council of fifty members in governmental office gives a
misleading impression of the councils political impact
although the religious history of some members of the council
of fifty is sketchy it appears that twenty two percent of the LDS
members of the council had a serious and usually permanent break
with the church the rupture manifested itself through either excommunication disfellowshipping
ping being dropped from church ofdisfellowship
fice or going permanently inactive
after the church authorities
disciplined a council of fifty member the council usually dropped
him at its next meeting 71 for most of these men the problem seemed
to be centered in the church itself ie their loss of faith violations
of church rules of conduct religious schism or their unwillingness to
follow the religious leadership of a new church president
in several cases however the problem was centered in the council of fifty itself
alpheus cutler james emmett peter haws
george miller lyman wight and lucien woodworth all felt that
brigham young blocked their personal missions in the council of fifty missions they claimed came from joseph smith they did not
agree that the council of fifty derived its authority from the church
and was subject to church leadership and therefore dissented from
exceptions to this occurred when the man received church discipline during one odthe
of the periods in which
ofthe
there were no council of fifty meetings and then died before the council met to drop him
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the church in order to preserve what they felt were their missions in
the kingdom of god 72 by contrast a couple of members of the
council of fifty felt devotion to the church but found themselves in
opposition to the kingdom of god to which they had been privately
admitted william marks as president of the nauvoo stake and
moses thatcher of the quorum of the twelve apostles both
manifested dissent against the same element of the latter day
kingdom of god the anointing and ordination of the LDS president
as king priest and ruler on earth 73 although these two disaffected
dissenters for the
groups within the council of fifty were divided into dissentersfor
kingdom and dissenters against the kingdom both had one thing in
common they accepted the role and rites of the kingdom of god in
literal terms and did not perceive or accept the essentially symbolic
nature of everything connected with the council of fifty in view of
what is now known about the council of fifty the experiences of
these men have a special pathos
OFFICERS

within the organization of the council of fifty there were commit
mittees
tees but most were temporary in nature and did not comprise any
set number of committeemen 74 there was however an executive
committee within the council of fifty that consisted of seven
members whenever it was formed alpheus cutler who claimed to
be a member of such a committee during the lifetime of joseph
smith called it the quorum of seven 75 although the functions
of this committee are presently unclear the published history of the
church referred to its meeting of 14 april 1844 committee of the
council met in the afternoon at my office 76 in 1882 1884
franklin D richards also reported the actions of a committee of
7 77 although the purposes of the 1844 executive committee are
still uncertain franklin D richards clearly described the committee
of seven when it was established on 23 june 1882

the situations of these men in relation to the church and the kingdom are discussed in hansen quest
empire pp
ap 94 96 rupert J fletcher and daisy whiting fletcher alpheus cutler and the church of
for umpire
jesus christ independence mo the church ofjesus
of jesus christ 1974 philip C wightman the life
lif and
71the

ans 51 552 of this article
oflyman
contributions of
A thesis brigham young university 1971
iyman wight M
lyman
MA
1971 fns
an go
see discussion below beginning fint
13see
fn
90
see examples in HC 7439 and cleland and brooks A mormon chronicle 181 82 87 89
71see
sce
75 FIetcher
fletcher alpheus cutler p 53 william W blair diary 13 march 1863 research library and archives
of the reorganized church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints independence missouri

HC 63
3 3 joseph smith journal 14 april 1844
71hc
6333
6353
6533
77 franklin D richards journal
10 october 1882 10 april 1883
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sessions in council of the kingdom committees were appointed to see after election affairs in idaho territory in nevada
state and se
seven
jennings W hooper R
venjohn
T burton
john sharp wm
wmjennings
RT
JR winder AM cannon & moses thatcher for an executive committee to meet the commissioners with lists of names from each county
for registration of officers judges of elections & any & all other
duties 78
2

since john taylor had reestablished the council of fifty more than
two years prior to the date of the organization of this committee it is
obvious that the quorum
of seven or committee of seven was
quorumofseven
not a permanent self perpetuating body in the kingdom of god
moreover in 1882 the committee of seven was a lobbying body for
the church of a routine political nature and did not have any extraordinary religious or theocratic powers 79
among the officers of the council of fifty were the recorder
historian clerk and reporters despite the name the historian was
actually the recorder of the council of fifty and the terms were used
interchangeably to describe the men who were responsible for the
records of the council but who did not actually take the minutes of
meetings willard richards was appointed historian recorder of the
and served until his death in 1854 80
council on 13 march 1844 andserved
when the council of fifty next met on 23 january 1867 it admitted
george Q cannon and appointed him recorder 81 the council did
not convene after 1884 and therefore did not choose a recorder as successor to george Q cannon after his death in 1901
william
clayton who was appointed clerk at the provisional meeting of
10 march 1884 was officially appointed clerk of the kingdom on
13 march 1844 and served to his death in 1879 82 when the council
of fifty reconvened on 10 april 1880 it elected Lljohn
john nuttall to be
ajohn
william Clay
claytona
claytons
tons successor as clerk of the kingdom nuttall
78ibid
ibid
78

23 june 1882

this committee of the

1880s is undoubtedly the actual source for the mythical council of seven
friends which lorin C woolley invented and others have used as the self perpetuating authority structure
for continuing polygamy in defiance of LDS church authority
for a detailed summary of
schismatic claims concerning the council of seven friends
polygamistschismatic
polygamist
see lynn L bishop and steven L
bishop the keys of the priesthood illustrated draper
ap
drapel utah review and preview publishers 1971
dispel
1971 pp
61 75
116 58 279 88
75116
HC 6263 manuscript history of the church 13 march 1844 william clay
clayton
ton journal 13 march
ans 21 and 25 the published idl
1844 referred to in alien
ailen one mans nauvoo fns
allen
Idi
history
story of brigham
young LDS millennial
star 26 21 may 1864 328 gives the names of the historian clerk and standing
skar
millennialstar
chairman appointed for the council of fifty but it changes the date of appointment to 11 march 1844
manuscript records indicate that this switching of date from 13 march was in error as regards the officers

named
manuscript history of the church 23 january 1867 brigham young
miscellaneous minutes 23 january 1867

jr journal

23

january 1867

william claytonjournal
clayton journal 10 march 13 march 1844 referred to in allen
fns
ailen one mans nauvoo ans
alien
19 and 211 HC 6263 manuscript history of the church 13 march 1844
history of
ofbrigham
brigham young
LDS millennial star 26 21 may 1864 328 gives the appointment but inaccurately changes the date to 11
82 82william

march 1844
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also died without a successor 83 83whether
whether or not there was a formal office of assistant clerk in the council of fifty prior to 1880 is unclear
but on 10 april 1880 president taylors son william W taylor was
although
elected assistant clerk and served until his death in 1884 84 84aithough
the clerk of the kingdom was officially responsible for taking

minutes of the council of fifty meetings the council appointed
reporters to keep minutes at least as early as december 1848
thomas bullock and albert carrington took minutes in addition to
william clayton who was the clerk of the kingdom 85 due to
thomas bullock s infirmities of age john taylor appointed george
F gibbs a reporter on 5 april 1882 even though the council did not
admit elder gibbs as a member until 24 june 1882 when it released
thomas bullock due to old age 86 although the records of the council of fifty had been in the personal custody of william clayton as
clerk of the kingdom in the 1840s in utah the custody passed
among various officers in 1857 president brigham young had them
in his personal custody and gave them to the church historians office by 1880 the recorder george Q cannon had them locked in a
box in utah and took the key with him wherever he went and in
1884 the records were in the possession of reporter george F gibbs 87
the senior administrative officer of the council of fifty was the
standing chairman although willard richards served as temporary
chairman at the provisional meeting on 10 march 1844 from
13 march 1844 onward the LDS president was always standing chairman of the council of fifty joseph smith served as standing chairman in 1844 brigham young from 1845 to 1877 although the
and john taylor from 1880 to1887
andjohn
to 1887
council did not meet after 1868 andyjohn
81
although the council did not meet after 1884 88
the president of
the church as standing chairman of the council of fifty was not
simply senior member of the council where seniority was deterculea regis
curla
culia
mined by age but was its chief executive similar to a curia
kings council in a monarchy the council of fifty convened only at
junius F wells journal 10 april 1880 joseph F smith journal 10 april 1880
41bid
bid
john D lee journal
cojohn
cfjohn
thomas bullock journal 6 december 23 december 1848 church archives cf
for same period in brooks and cleland A mormon chronicle 180 83
miscellaneous minutes 5 april and 24 june 1882 and franklin D richards journal 24 june 1882
church archives
an 24 wilford woodruffjournal
87 william clayton journal cited in alien
woodruff journal
ailen one mans nauvoo fn
allen
26 november 1857 franklin D richardsjournal
richards journal 16 march 1880 20 march 1884 Ldjohn
john nuttall 1879 1881
ap 168 178 harold B lee library brigham young university
letter book pp
fns 19 and
ailen one mans nauvoo ans
alien
william clayton journal 10 13 march 1844 referred to in allen
21
IDS millennial star 26 21 may 1864 328 manuscript history of the
history of brigham young LDS
church 9 february 1849 john D leejournal
lee
iee journal 5 april 1849 as published in cleland and brooks A mormon
104 joseph F smith journal 10 april 1880
junius F wells journal 10 april 1880
chronicle 11104
1880junius
83
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the request of its earthly sovereign the president of the church who
was the standing chairman of the council 89
this leads to the final office in the symbolic kingdom of god on
earth as embodied in the council of fifty william clayton
clay ton recorded
in his journal that in the 11 april 1844 meeting of the council of fifwas prest joseph chosen as our prophet priest & king by
ty
Hos
annas 90 william marks who participated in this action later
hosannah
hosannas
stated that the council of fifty conducted this as an ordinance in
which joseph suffered himself to be ordained a king to reign over the
house of israel forever 91 although it has been suggested that
william markss statements referred to conventional LDS temple rites
rather than to a theocratic ceremony 92 the evidence does not support
this objection aside from the contemporary account of william
clayton and some reminiscent descriptions by william marks the
revelation to the council of fifty on 27 june 1882 also stated that
god called joseph smith jr to be a prophet seer and revelator to
my church and kingdom and to be a king and ruler over israel 93
when the council of fifty was reestablished in 1880 one of the
items brought up was filling the theocratic office to which joseph
smith had been anointed and ordained in nauvoo that not all
council members favored such an appointment is evidenced in
george Q cannons note that the disaffection of apostle moses
thatcher from the church began when the council of fifty met in
the old city hall 1880 1882 and moses opposed the proposition to
anoint john taylor as prophet priest and king and mosess opposition prevailed at that time 94 not until 1885 just days after the
federal crusade against polygamy forced president john taylor into
exile was this ceremony performed for him franklin D richards
among others described the event
throughout the available documents on the council of fifty meetings were adjourned either to a
specific meeting date or syne
sine
or
sind die and in either case were subject to the call of the president
chairman
ans
william clayton journal 11 april 1844 1 january 184
18455 quoted in alien
ailen one mans nauvoo fns
allen
21 and 22

william marks to beloved brethren 15june
15 june 1853 published in
Bane
zion s harbinger and
bune
m zions
andbaneemys
baneemys
emys
organ 3 july 1853 53 see also the earlier reports with nearly identical wording for which william marks
was probably the source upper mississippian androch
und
and bock
rock islandrepublican
island republican 2 november 1844 george T M
ofjoseph
josepg smith the mormon prophet andhyrum
the massacre of joseph
davis an authentic account odthe
and Hyrum smith his
of rhe
ofthe
rae rise and
oneprogress
brother together mth
progress of
with a briefhestory
nna
one
the
brie f history odthe
Mormonism and all the circumstances
dna
of tae
ofmormonism
ofthe
which led
to their death st louis mo chambers & knapp 1844 p 7 zions
ledto
leato
zion s harbinger 2 january
strong
strung weighed in the balance ortruth
1852 3 also see reuben miller jamesj
james J strang
Found wanting
andfoundwanting
sound
of Truth andfound
and
oftruth
burlington wise ap
n p 1846 p 12
np
ggordon
sgordon C thomasson
gordon
Fools
foolsmate
mate dialogue A journal ofmormon
of mormon thought 6 autumn winter
148 51
1971
the temple ceremony to which thomasson refers was received by joseph smith on
28 september 1843 six months prior to the theocratic ceremony mentioned in william
Clay
claytona
claytons
will
tons journal see
wilford woodruffs
woodruffe historians private journal entry for 26 february 1867 church archives

annie
annle taylor hyde notebook p 64
94 94abraham
cannon journal 2 december
abraham H cannonjournal

1895

abraham H cannon was george Q cannons son
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4th 1885
wednesday feb ath
prests
crests john taylor & geo Q cannon having been secluded since
D
sunday evening word had been given to L snow E snow FFD
richards A carrington FM lyman HJ grant john W taylor to
crests W woodruff george teasdale
meet in council this evening prests
moses thatcher were oblivious to prevent arrest BY ur
jr & JH
smith in N york & europe
soon after 8 pm prests
crests taylor & cannon met the seven of the 12
first named at endowment house secretaries geo reynolds and L
john nuttall were present after listening to some current items of
news president taylor stated the object of the council directed br
nuttall to read a revelation which he said he received more than a year
ago requiring him to be anointed & set apart as a king priest and ruler
over israel on the earth over zion & the kingdom of christ our king
of kings he also read some extracts from minutes of the council of the
kingdom after which the president called for any remarks when several
spoke their mind and FML motioned that we proceed to obey the requi rement of the revelation when we clothed in our priestly attire
quirement
E snow offered prayer when after the usual ceremony FM lyman
prayed in the circle L snow consecrated a bottle of oil counselor
cannon anointed president john taylor and we all laid hands on the
prest & geo Q sealed the anointing according to a written form which
had been prepared 95

although only the first presidency

and two
secretaries to the first presidency attended the meeting they told
enough people about this ceremony that the salt lake dijune
tribune soon
reported that george Q cannon had assisted at the coronation of
JOHN TAYLOR as king of the mormon commonwealth 96
the anointing and ordination of john taylor in 1885 as king
priest and ruler over israel on the earth over zion & the kingdom
of christ is important as a verifying evidence first it corroborates
the accuracy of earlier statements thatjoseph
that joseph smith received the same
ceremony at the hands of the council of fifty some forty years before
second it clarifies that heber C kimball was alluding to brigham
youngs having received the same ordinance when heber stated
seven apostles

the church

and kingdom to which we belong will become the
kingdom of our god and his christ and brother brigham young will
become president of the united states
voices responded amen
manuscript in franklin D richards miscellaneous papers church archives franklin D richardsjour
richards journal 4 february 1885 reads
at 8 pm attended council at endowment house where we had
kling priest ruler of church zion &
prayers consecrated oil and prest jno taylor was anointed king

kingdom

91that
that declaration

salt lake tribune

may 1885
1885 earlier references to this ceremony by the salt
8 march 1885 and they talk it over
lake tribune appeared in articles Is mormonism treason
10 march 1885
apostle
apostlejohn
john henry smith commented on the newspaper reports of this ceremony in a letApost lejohn
ter to his kinsman and counselor in the first presidency joseph F smith john henry smith to J mack
gor
oor
fo
morjoseph
for rJoseph
pseudonym forjoseph
pohn henry smith 1884 1894 letter book pp
joseph F smith 28 august 1885 injohn
in john
ap 434 35
george A smith family papers marriott library university of utah
5
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and I1 tell you he will be something more but we

do not now want
to give him the name but he is called and ordained to a far greater stafore ordained to take that station and he has
tion than that and he is foreordained
got it 97

although the exact date on which brigham young obtained the
theocratic ordination of king priest and ruler over israel is not
presently known he undoubtedly received it in the same manner that
joseph smith did on 11 april 1844 and john taylor did on 4 february
for john taylor in 1885 further
1883 also the ceremony performed forjohn
1885
corroborates that the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve
apostles did not require the presence of the rest of the council of fifty to conduct crucial matters of the theocratic kingdom of god
although the council of fifty did not convene after 1884
members of the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve may
theorcratic
theorcraric
have performed this theor
cratic ordinance for the presidents of the
church who followed john taylor at any rate john W taylor
former member of the quorum of the twelve apostles and one of the
president joseph
last men admitted to the council of fifty addressed presidentjoseph
F smith in 1911 as prophet president and king in a letter regarding the council of fifty 98
18855 ordinance for john taylor also verifies the exclusively
the 188
symbolic nature of the office of king priest and ruler overisrael
over israel on
earth which joseph smith brigham young and john taylor received in succession as presidents of the church when the apostles
conferred this office upo
upon njohn
uponjohn
john taylor in 1885 the political kingdom
cormons was in disarray polygamists accounting
of god among the mormons
for most of the prominent political leaders of mormonism had been
dis
disfranchised
disfranchiser for three years and were either in prison or in hiding to
franchised
avoid arrest after a four year renaissance of limited significance the
council of fifty could no longer convene because of the federal
I
raid and the council had started its final slide into oblivion only days before the theocratic ordinance president taylor himself
began a permanent exile in hiding from federal authorities
magnificent
the 1885 theocratic ordinance was really a magnificant
ant gesture of
magnific
resignation similar to the orchestra on the titanic playing nearer
my god to thee as the ship plunged into the icy atlantic john
1

Discourses 5219 discourse delivered 6 september 1856
journal of
andrew cahoon an apostate
ofdiscourses
mormon who was a son of one of the original members of the council of fifty testified in 1889 that brigham
young had proclaimed himself as king to the 1847 pioneers in utah see testimony of andrew cahoon
deseret evening news 14 november 1889 the apostate william smith wrote
the people of salt lake
govern their church by a secret lodge of 50 men it is in this lodge that brigham young is crowned as a king
and is there seated upon a throne prepared for him see melchizedek and aaronic herald 1 february
9797journal

1850

1

john W taylor to joseph

F smith

17

february

1911

church archives
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taylor was anointed a theocratic king priest and ruler in the
absence of pomp in a simple ceremony witnessed by a very few
trusted associates and at a time it was obvious that mormon
theocracy in utah was in its death throes As

gods representative on

earth as prophet and president of the church it was sufficient to
john taylor that he had witnessed to god spiritually through a symbolic ordinance that it was the right of government under christ to
reign on the earth like the council of fifty itself the office of
prophet king was an ultimate symbol in mormonism of the heavenly
foreshadowed
foreshadower
kingdom of god which could only be fore
shadowed on a corrupt
world and in a temporal church 99
FINALE

during the years of its sporadic activity the council of fifty was
cormons
Mormons some of this knowledge came
an open secret among the mormons
from unauthorized sources such as the 1844 disclosures in the anti
mormon press 100 more often however knowledge of the council of
fifty came to the latter day saints through official sources on
13 january 1846 the council openly identified itself in a meeting
with many others who were appointed to lead the exodus from
nauvoo 101 on 17june
17 june 1857 the deseret news first published the acand on
count of joseph smiths organizing the special council
26 november 1857 president brigham young gave the minutes of the
council of fifty to the church historian and gave his concent sic
for us to publish an account of it so that the saints might understand
it 102 in 1858 church publications began referring to the council
of fifty by this name 103 general authorities of the church gave sermons explaining that the kingdom of god was an organization that
had already been established among the saints and john pack a
member of the council of fifty instructed the women of the salt
lake city seventeenth ward relief society about the organization
and purposes of the council of fifty 104 by the 1870s deseret news
obituaries were referring to membership in the council of fifty and
99for
for other discussions of the symbolic role of the LDS prophet king see andrus doctrines of the
melodie moench joseph smith prophet priest and king task papers in LDS
kingdom pp
ap 5556 67 melodic

history

no

225

salt lake city

of jesus christ of latter day saints
historical department of the church ofjesus

1978

upper mississippian 2 november 1844 davis an authentic account p 7
105 hosea
hosea stout diary 13 january 1846 published in brooks on the mormon frontier 11105
stout did not become a member of the council of fifty until 1867
stou
derezet news 17 june 1857 wilford woodruffjournal
deseret
woodruff journal 26 november 1857
103
103history
history of brigham young I111I1 march 19 march 1844 in deseret news 24 march 1858 and LDS
millennial
star 26 21 may 1864 328
millennialstar
104 104examples
5 9
ap 4 51
examples are quoted in HC 7381 82 andrus joseph smith and world government pp
ap 345 46
salt lake city seventeenth ward relief society minutes 1868 1884 book pp
10oupper
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in 1901 assistant church historian andrew jenson matter of factly
identified men as members of the council in his published
biographies 105 the council of fifty was secretive in the same way in
which the quorum of twelve apostles guarded the minutes of its
own meetings but the council of fifty was hardly a secret among the
latter day saints of the nineteenth century
even more latter day saints would have known of the organization if the council had functioned in a regular or lasting manner
after decades of sporadic activity it last convened on 9 october 1884
this is evident from the diaries of men like robert T burton
abraham H cannon heber
heberj
heberdJ grant franklin D richards john
henry smith wilford woodruff and brigham young jr who
regularly recorded their attendance at council of fifty meetings
through 1884 but made no mention of attending such meetings during the decades after 1884
the council of fifty s inactivity troubled apostle john W
taylor who had barely entered the council on its last meeting date in
1884 on 25 october 1887 while the quorum of the twelve was in
the midst of seeking statehood for utah
john W taylor expressed it as his opinion that it would be much
better if all of our business in relation to a state was transacted through
the council of fifty
prest woodruff said it would be all right for the council of fifty to
meet and attend to this matter but under existing circumstances it
would not be safe to have them do so

106

after 1884 members of the council of fifty had ad hoc meetings
with the presidency and the quorum of the twelve concerning the
quest for statehood but that practice was simply a repetition of
earlier periods in which the council itself was non
nonfunctioning
functioning
by the time the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve
shephered utah to statehood in 1896 safety was no longer the factor
for ignoring the council of fifty the council of fifty was obsolete
even as a symbol the voluntary theocracy of mormon utah had
given way to factional politics which divided church leaders and
members alike along national party lines this placed mormonism
from the theocratic ideals of the kingdom of god than it
even further grom
was during the imperfect theocracy of territorial utah therefore
when john W taylor desperately petitioned joseph F smith to convene the council of fifty in 1911 to protect elder taylor from being

evening news 28 november 1877 andrew jenson latter day saint biographical enandrew jenson history co 1901 1936 1290 368
cyclopedia 4 vols salt lake city andrewjenson
06heberj
He berJ grant letter bookjoumal
book journal 25 october 1887 church archives
heberd
heberj
105

105deseret
deseret
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disciplined by the quorum of the twelve apostles president joseph
F smith wrote on taylors letter
not granted 1I think the demand
most absurd 107
A year before john W taylors request president joseph F
smith had made a statement that illuminates the spasmodic history
of the council of fifty on 7 april 1910 president smith stated
this body of men this council of presidency and apostles compose the living constitution of the church with power to legislate
judge and decide 108 the use of the council of fifty s name living
constitution to designate the council of the first presidency and
the quorum of the twelve apostles is a crucial insight into the
kingdom of god within mormonism in theory theology and realiLDS presidency and apostles always governed the council of
ty the LIDS
fifty when it was functioning and in the absence of the council of
fifty they continue as the apex of both church and kingdom on
earth until the perfect world order of the millennium is established
on 3 january 1932 heberj
heberd grant recorded that he and franklin S
richards were the only surviving members of the council and with
the death of president grant on 14 may 1945 the technical survival of
the council of fifty ended 109
LEGACY

although the council of fifty no longer exists

as an organized

body there remains one of its contributions which historically
outweighs any practical influences the council may have exerted
after 1845 the council of fifty focused primarily on immediate
issues of the mormon community from exterminating wolves to
by contrast in 1844 and on occasion
preparing for elections
thereafter the council meetings departed from the immediate often
humdrum concerns of the temporal struggles of the church these
minutes contain numerous discourses and instructions by joseph
smith and others concerning the role of the US constitution in the
present and millennial existence of the latter day saints the nature
ail
all encompassing kingdom of god which the council
of the ali
signified and other crucial teachings that are in no other records than
council of fifty minutes
for example benjamin F johnson
reported that in the council of fifty meetings joseph smith taught
john W taylor to joseph F smith 17 february 1911 john henry smith journal 18 february 1911
joseph F smithjr
ath 1910 immediateinstructions given to elderjoseph
eider
elder
smith jr at the salt lake temple april 7th
Elde rjoseph
eide
ly prior to his receiving ordination as an apostle
smith papers church archives
log
209 Heber
heberd
He berJJ grant journal 3 january 1932 this should disprove any rumors about other persons who
heberj
allegedly were members of the council of fifty but who lived beyond 1931
1931
195
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Constat ution sic of united states as a
of adopting the god given constatution
constitution
palladium
paladi um of liberty & eaqual
paladium
raqual sic rights but this of itself would
require a long chapter 110 both benjamin F johnson and orson
hyde affirmed that in a meeting of the council of fifty joseph smith
gave his famous charge to the quorum of the twelve to carry forth
the church and the kingdom of god which charge became the basis
for the apostolic succession established after the death of joseph
11
I I these teachings of joseph smith to the council of fifty
ili
smith I1iii
found nowhere else fill hundreds of pages on 16 march 1880 nearly 200 pages of the councils minutes concerning only its origin and
organization were read to president john taylor joseph F smith
and franklin D richards elder richards recorded that the whole
111

reading was exceedingly interesting & wonderful to contemplate 112
joseph F smith wrote that the prophets 1844 instructions to the
council of fifty were grand & god like 113
when joseph smith went to carthage illinois for his last imprisonment the church nearly lost these voluminous teachings of the
prophet to the council of fifty joseph smith had already been
mormons with the ridiculous crime of treason for
charged by anti cormons
destroying the nauvoo expositor as a public nuisance he knew that
mormons of june 1844 were incapable of
the frenzied anti cormons
understanding the symbolic nature of the prophet king ordinance or
the millennial context of his teachings about the kingdom of god
therefore joseph smith told william clayton to either burn or bury
the records of the council of fifty william clayton trusted that
calmer more reasonable and more secure times would come for the
latter day saints and therefore preserved the records for future
generations 114 though not available at this time those teachings of
joseph smith and of his successors in the council of fifty are a far
greater legacy to the latter day saints than the often mundane activities
tivi ties of the council itself

il ojohnson
johnson 1I

knew the prophets p 31
A life review MS p 96 minutes ofthe
odthe
of the nauvoo high council 30 november 1844 p

johnson
church archives
franklin D richards journal 16 march 1880
seph F smith journal 10 april 1880
joseph
350
an 24
h4ailer7
mllen one mans nauvoo fn
allen

7
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194515
COUNCIL OF FIFTY MEMBERS 1844 1945115

adams george J 1810 1880 admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
dropped 4 february 1845
babbitt almon W 1812 1856 admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
remained a member until his death
badlam alexander 1808 1894 admitted 11 march 1844 dropped 4 february
1845 Re admitted to council and attended its 1851 meetings dropped again in
1867 1868 period
benson ezra T 1811 1869 admitted 25 december 1846
bent samuel 1778 1846 admitted 19 march 1844
bernhisel john M 1799 188
18811
admitted 11 march 1844
bonney edward 1807 1864
admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
dropped 4 february 1845
admitted 19 march 1844 dropped 4 february 1845
brown uriah 1784
council voted on 25 august 1851 to readmit him but rescinded that vote on 13
september 1851
budge william 1828 1919 considered 10 april 1880 was voted in 24 june
26 june 1882
1882 admitted 26june
bullock thomas 1816 1885
admitted 25 december 1846 reporter for the
council meetings from 1848 released due to old age 24 june 1882
burton robert T 1821 1907 admitted 25 january 1867
cahoon reynolds 1790 1861 attended provisional meeting of 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844
caine john T 1829 1911 admitted 8 april 1881
1881
cannon abraham H 1859 1896 admitted 9 october 1884
cannon angus M 1834 1915 admitted 10 april 1880
cannon george Q 1827 1901 admitted 23 january 1867 elected recorder 23
january 1867
cannon john Q 1857 1931 admitted 9 october 1884
carrington albert 1813 1889
admitted 18 or 22 april 1845 reporter for
council meetings in 1848
clawson hiram B 1826 1912 admitted 27 june 1882
clayton william 1814 1879 attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
appointed clerk on 10 march 1844 officially admitted on 11 march 1844 offfici
ally re appointed clerk of the kingdom on 13 march 1844
icially
clinton jeter 1813 1892 admitted 25 january 1867
cluff william W 1832 1915 admitted 10 april 1880
coolidge joseph W 1814
admitted 18 april 1844 dropped after 1848
cutler alpheus 1784 1864 attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844 possibly dropped in 1848 1849 period
dana lewis 1805 1885 admitted 1 march 1845 dropped after 1848
daniels cyrus 1803 1846 admitted 11 march 1845
dunham jonathan 1800 1845 admitted 1 march 1845

all

names and other data have been collated from numerous personal diaries miscellaneous
manuscripts and biographies in various locations the overlapping of these sources is sufficient to justify confidence that the list of members in this article is complete contrary to the list of council of fifty members in
nor
empire pp
forempire
ap 227 28 john fielding and john scott were not members of the council
hansens quest yor
for
hansens list also fails to include thirty eight verified members of the council of fifty
because of the overlapping of sources mentioned above there are still some conflicts in dates the author
rechecked some conflicting dates with the research of andrew F ehat where there is still some ambiguity
the author has relied on his own research and interpretation resolving these questions to his satisfaction
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eaton
baton marenus G 1811
admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
dropped 4 february 1845
eldredge horace S 1816 1888 admitted 9 december 1848
emmett james 1803 1852 admitted 13 march 1844 dropped 4 february 1845
farnham
john W 1794
admitted 18 or 22 april 1845
farnhamjohn
farr lorin 1820 1909 admitted 12 october 1880
fielding amos 1792 1875
attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844
fielding joseph 1797 1863 admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
admitted 1 march 1845 dropped 12 november
foster lucien R 1806
1846

fullmer david 1803 1879 admitted 1 march 1845
fullmer john S 1807 1883 admitted 18 or 22 april 1845 released due to old
age 24 june 1882
gibbs george F 1846 1924 appointed reporter but not member on 5 april
1882 admitted 24 june 1882
grant george D 1812 1876 admitted 9 september 1845
grant heberj
heberd 1856 1945 was voted in 26 june 1882 admitted 27 june or 10
october 1882
grant jedediah M 1816 1856 admitted 6 may 1844
greene
john P 1793 1844 admitted 26 march 1844
greenejohn
Green
eJohn
hardy leonard W 1805 1884 admitted 27 june 1882
hatch abram 1830 igli
1911
29 june 1883
admitted 29june
igil
haws peter 1796
admitted 11 march 1844 dropped sometime after
13 november 1846
heywood joseph L 1815 1910 admitted 6 december 1848 released due to old
heywoodjoseph
age on 24 june 1882
hollister david S 1808 1858 admitted 18 april 1844 possibly dropped after
25 december 1846
hooper william H 1813 1882 was voted in 5 october 1867 admitted 10
october 1867
hunter edward 1793 1883 was voted in 23 january 1867 admitted 25 january
1867
hyde orson 1805 1878 admitted 13 march 1844
admitted 19 march 1844 dropped 4 february 1845
james samuel 1806
jennings william 1823 1886 admitted 10 april 1880
johnson benjamin F 1818 1905
admitted between 14 march and 11 april
1844
was voted in 23 january 1867 admitted 25
kimball charles S 1843 1925
january 1867
was voted in 23 january 1867 admitted 25
kimball david P 1839 1883
january 1867
kimball heber C 1801 1868 attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844
kimball heber P 1835 1885 was voted in 23 23january
january 1867 admitted 5 april
1867
layton christopher 1821 1898 admitted 29june
29 june 1883
lee john D 1812 1877 admitted 1 march 1845
lewis philip B 1804 1877 admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
little feramorz 1820 1887 admitted 21 april 1880
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admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
1798 1850
admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
1813 1877
lyman amasa
possibly dropped after 2255 january 1867 otherwise technically remained a member

lott cornelius

P
M

until death
lyman francis M 1840 1916 admitted 10 april 1880
marks william 1792 1872 admitted 19 march 1844 dropped 4 february 1845
miller george 1794 1856
attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844 dropped after 26 december 1846
morley isaac 1786 1865 was voted in 1 march 1845
considered 10 april 1880 admitted 28june
28 june 1883
murdock john
JohnR R 1826 1913
murdockjohnr
john 1834 1905 admitted 10 april 1880 elected clerk 10 april 1880
nuttall Lljohn
ajohn
pack john 1809 1885 admitted 1 march 1845 released due to old age 24 june
1882

page john E 1799 1867 admitted 1 march 1845 dropped 12 november 1846
parker
rjohn D 1799 1891
Parke
john
parkerjohn
1891 admitted 19 march 1844 released due to old age 24

june

1882

penrose charles W 1832 1925 admitted 26june
26 june 1882
peterson canute 1824 1902 was voted in 27 june 1882

admitted

10

october

1882

phelps
attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844 but not
john
phelpsjohn
Phelp
sJohn 1800
admitted to council once formal meetings began on 11 march 1844
phelps william W 1792 1872 attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844
pratt orson 1811 1881 attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844 admitted 11 march 1844
pratt parley P 1807 1857
attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844
pratt parley ajr
P jr 1837 1897
admitted 25 january 1867
preston william B 1830 1908 admitted 10 april 1880
reynolds george 1842 1909 admitted 8 april 1881
rich charles C 1809 1883 admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
24 june 1882
released due to old age 24june

pjr

1841 1908
admitted 25 january 1867
richards franklin D 1821 1899 admitted 17 march 1849
richards franklin S 1849 1934 admitted 10 april 1880
richards heber
heberj
heberdJ 1840 1919 was voted in 23 january 1867 admitted 5 october 1867
richards levi 1799 1876 admitted 11 march 1844
richards phinehas 1788 1874 admitted 6 december 1848
richards willard 1804 1854
attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
and appointed chairman admitted officially 11 march 1844 released as promanch
match 1844
visional chairman and made recorder on 13 march
rigdon sidney 1793 1876 admitted 19 march 1844 dropped 4 february 1845
rockwell orrin porter 1815 1878 admitted 19 march 1844
rockwood albert P 1805 1879 admitted 1 march 1845
roundy shadrach 1789 1872 was voted in 1 march 1845
sharp john 1820 1891 admitted 25 january 1867
1806
06 1898 admitted 18 or 22 april 1845 released due to old
Shurn
shumway
way charles 18
age 24 june 1882
shurtliff lewis W 1835 1922 admitted 10 april 1883

rich joseph

C
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smith elias 1804 1888 admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
smith george A 1817 1875 attended provisional meeting on 10 march
admitted 11 march 1844
smith hyrum 1800 1844
attended provisional meeting on 10 march
admitted 11 march 1844
smith john 1781 1854 admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
smith john henry 1848 1911 admitted 10 april 1880
smith joseph jr 1805 1844 attended provisional meeting on 10 march
admitted 11 march 1844 appointed standing chairman 13 march 1844
dained and anointed prophet priest and king over israel on earth on 11

1844
1844

1844

orapril

1844

smith joseph F 1838 1918

was voted in

23 january 1867

admitted

25 january

april

1867
smith silas S 1830 1910 admitted 10 april 1880
smith william 1811 1894 admitted 25 april 1844 dropped after 9 september
1845
smith william R 1826 1894 admitted 10 april 1880
smoot abraham 0 1815 1895 admitted 25 january 1867
snow erastus 1818 1888 admitted 11 march 1844
snow lorenzo 1814 1901
admitted 10 march 1849
snow willard 1811 1853
admitted 6 december 1848
spencer daniel 179
was voted in 1 march 1845 admitted 18 march
17944 1868
1845
spencer orson 1802 1855 admitted 19 march 1844
stout hosea 1810 1889 admitted 25 january 1867
taylor georgej 1834 1914 was voted in 23 23january
january 1867 admitted 25 january
1867
taylor john 1808 1887 attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844 admitted 11 march 1844 elected standing chairman 10 april 1880 anointed and
ordained as king priest and ruler over israel on earth on 4 february 1885
taylor john W 1858 1916 admitted 9 october 1884
taylor william W 1853 1884 admitted 10 april 1880 elected assistant clerk
on 10 april 1880
26 june 1882 admitted 27june
teasdale george 1831 1907 was voted in 26june
27 june or 10
october 1882
thatcher moses 1842 1909 admitted 10 april 1880
thayer ezra 1790
admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
dropped sometime after 22 april 1845
turley theodore 1801 1871 admitted 1 march 1845
vancott
john 1814 1883 admitted 12 october 1880
vancottjohn
wasson lorenzo D 1819 1857 attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844 dropped 4 february 1845
wells daniel H 1814 1891 admitted 6 december 1848
wells junius F 1854 1930 admitted 10 april 1880
whitney newel K 1795 1850 attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844
wight lyman 1796 1858 was voted in 18 april 1844 admitted 3 may 1844
dropped 4 february 1845
winder john R 1820 1910 admitted 8 april 1881
woodruff wilford 1807 1898 admitted 13 march 1844
or

5
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woodworth lucien 1799
admitted 11 march 1844 dropped after 1848
yearsley david D 1808 1849 admitted between 14 march and 11 april 1844
young brigham 1801 1877 attended provisional meeting on 10 march 1844
admitted 11 march 1844 appointed standing chairman 4 february 1845
anointed and ordained king priest and ruler over israel on earth probably in
1848 1849 period
young brigham jr 1836 1903 admitted 23 january 1867
young john 1791 1870 admitted 9 february 1849
young john W 1844 1924 admitted 5 october 1867
young joseph 1797 1881 admitted 1 march 1845
young joseph A 1834 1875 admitted 23 january 1867
young phineas
phineasy
phineash
PhineasH
H 1799 1879 admitted 15 april 1845 his fellowship in the
council was challenged on 22 august 1851 but he reconciled himself with the
council on that date
young seymour B 1837 1924 admitted 9 october 1884
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emulsion
dennis smith
boys

hanging on the cowcatcher for a ride
stir even when the photographer
is outspoken on the importance of holding still
these young figures blur the plate
like flashing water in a stream
or smoke from a tense firebox

they cannot

stay still

they are burning up
too fast for the shutter

poet and sculptor from alpine utah
the photograph is an 1896 photo by G E anderson it is in the robert edwards collection salt lake city
ville utah
and was reprinted by rell G francis Spring
springville
sprmgville

dennis smith

is a
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more

than meets the eye

concentration of the book of mormon
steven C walker
mark twain pondering the question of concentration of the
joseph smith had left that and it
opened if doseph
book of mormon opined
came to pass out his bible would have been only a pamphlet
twain is not the only critic to have declared the book of mormon
wordy even among those of us who are convinced of the divinity of
its source and the primacy of its message there is a tendency to find
the most perfect book ever written prolix
recently it occurred to me that my book of mormon always lies
by the bible at my bedside or stands side by side with the bible on my
cormons
bookshelf could it be that part of the book of mormons
Mor mons prolixity
problem is proximity with the king james version of the bible
could it be that the traditional appraisal of book of mormon style as
wordy results from comparison against a standard which would make
the most concentrated modern book look bloated if we are judging
book of mormon style by the king james version of the bible we
might do well to recognize what we are suggesting by choosing as
standard the most concentrated volume in the english language we
might do well if we are dismissing it as lightly as many have been to
consider more carefully the concentration of the book of mormon
comparison of bible originals with book of mormon isaiah
passages and the 3 nephi sermon on the mount points up exactly
what the circumstances of translation would lead us to expect overwh
elming similarities
the book of mormon makes fittingly few
whelming
alterations in bible language however much consolation such close
parallels may give to those cynical of the books origins it must be
conceded that at least the book of mormon knows a good thing when
it sees it consistency with the peerless king
kingjames
james version whatever
its implications for originality is high stylistic tribute
1

steven C walker professor in the english department brigham young university delivered this paper at
the fourth symposium of the association for mormon letters 13 october 1979 at brigham young university

mark twain Roug
bing it ed franklin R rogers and paul bander berkeley univ of california press
roughing
rougbing
1972 p 125
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and the variations from the bible are not only tastefully few but
less damning to the book of mormon than they at first appear take
for example the book of mormon beatitudes 3 nephi 123 11
which parallels matthew 53 11 though the ands and alls and yea
and again of the nephi version are clearly superfluous at least a third
of the eighteen percent additional words used by nephi enrich the
passage they are no more redundant than the and thirst in
hunger and thirst after righteousness
blessed are the poor in spirit who come unto me for theirs is
2 2while
while using more words than the original
the kingdom of heaven awhile
makes it clear that the sermon was directed to those who had come
blessed are
unto the savior in the waters of baptism and verse 6
they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness for they shall be
is made specific with the addition of with the holy
filled
verse 10 s alteration of righteousness sake to my
ghost
name s sake serves a similar focusing function distinguishing between suffering for any good cause and enduring persecution
specifically for devotion to christ
king james version
another point of direct comparison with the kingjames
the isaiah passages stands the book of mormon in even better stead
the first of those passages 1 nephi 20 which corresponds to isaiah 48 is typical the first verse perhaps unfortunately expands
hear ye to the alliterative hearken and hear but the other extension in that verse clarifies out of the waters of
ofjudah with the
added or out of the waters of baptism to make profound sense of
isaiah s nebulousness similarly the second verse is thirty percent
longer in nephis version but though that thirty percent includes
nevertheless
rhetorical excrescences
the increased
yea
wordage inserting the missing negative clarifies the cryptic isaiah
version
occasionally the book of mormon even goes the bible brevity
one better as in the removal of excess words from verses 19 20 and
2 11 or the excision of the superfluous and they came to pass phrase
from verse 3 or the cutting of that from verse 8 of isaiah 48 a
particularly astute deletion since it illuminates the 1I nephi 20 passage
while concentrating its rhetoric
much book of mormon expansion of bible passages then adds
up not to wasted words but to multiplied meaning the addition to
verse 22
and notwithstanding he hath done all this and greater
also
long as it is serves the solid rhetorical function of enhancing
the impact of that climactic there is no peace saith the lord unto

judah

italics added
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sometimes book of mormon rhetoric even manages
the wicked
that kind of heightened vividness without expansion as when nephi
replaces them that are in darkness with them that sit in
darkness

1

nephi 219

and occasionally the book of mormon

beats the bible at its own
good game of succinctness perhaps the best example in isaiah 48
1 nephi 20 is verse 10
isaiah puts it
behold I1 have refined thee but not with silver I1 have chosen
thee in the furnace of affliction
nephi pares that down to
for behold I1 have refined thee I1 have chosen thee in the
furnace of affliction
the book of mormon at its rare best can not only clarify but can condense the eminently concentrated king james version
the book of mormon holds up surprisingly well under direct
comparison with parallel bible passages but a more compelling claim
to concentration may be the concision of its dominant forms book of
mormon literary genres are invariably compact its central genre
dircursiveness
discursiveness
history a literary type that tends toward dir
cursiveness manages in
the book of mormon a fierceness of focus that would intimidate will
durant book of mormon history is as selective as bible history so exclusively
clu sively intent upon god s dealings with man that vast vistas of time
and complicated epochs of action sweep by in dizzyingly few words
with precious little attention to such extraneous matters as geo
geography
graphy
despite the and it came to pass handicap the book of mormon
manages to cram over three thousand years worth of complex migrations and wars and political upheavals and cultural evolutions and inti
timately detailed religious chronicles of several peoples into its 522
pages
the density of that selective history is further concentrated by the
even tighter literary forms sprinkled through it richly as raisins in
good rice pudding nephite prophets from jacob to moroni are fond
hokmah type which distill
of proverbial statements of the hebrew hokeah
centuries of folk wisdom and fathoms of theological profundity cast
in blunt distich form these aphorisms are notable for how much they
manage to condense into such short space
adam fell that men
might be and men are that they might have joy 2 nephi 225
wickedness
fools mock but they shall mourn ether 1226
1 10
never was happiness alma 44110
even more striking than the proverb as evidence of the concis
ciseness
eness of book of mormon forms is the remarkable rhetorical
mileage distilled from the question book of mormon writers like
201
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the best bible writers take frequent advantage of the suggestive
power of questions their best questions radiate significance from a
outreaching
simple center with the inexorable out
reaching of ripples from a stone
tor why will ye die
cast into a lake jacob wonders wistfully wor
for
jacob 66 mosiah presses our consciences with are we not all beggars do we not all depend upon the same being even god for all
mosiah 419
the substance which we have
alma searches our
souls in his asking
if ye have experienced a change of heart and if
ye have felt to sing the song of redeeming love 1I would ask can ye

wAlma

feel so no
nowalma 526
perhaps the most unappreciated aspect of book of mormon concentration
cent ration is its humor that lack of appreciation probably testifies to
the effectiveness of the humor since its essence is understatement a
laconic refusal to push the punch line 1I suspect that the tongue in
cheek british laugh more than we americans in reading the book of
mormon the high seriousness of its context can easily distract those
used to more explicit humor from the smile on the face of the writer
amalickiahites that
of such a statement as whomsoever of the arnalickiahites
would not enter into a covenant to support the cause of freedom
he caused to be put to death and there were but few who denied the
covenant of freedom
alma 4635
4633
4655 or neither were there
4653
4 nephi 17 or for if their
Lama nites nor any manner of ites
lamanites
wine would poison a lamanite it would also poison a nephite

alma 5532
one of the most engaging moments in the book of mormon for
me comes in the studied anticlimax after ammon has smitten the
enemies of the lamanite kings shepherds in true heroic fashion slicing off all arms raised against him when king lamoni inquires
about this superservant
super servant
where is this man that has such great
ammons fellow servants take great delight in taking the
power
overawed
awed sails with
wind out of everyones overjawed
over
behold he is feeding
thy horses alma 188 9
understated humor ramifying question rich aphorism and
selective history formally attest the concentration of the book of mormon even its more oratorical literary features tend toward concentration the parallelism of such a passage as the psalm of nephi
2 nephi 416 35 manages marvelous density through the repetitions of its hebraic thought rhyme similarly the chiasmus which
john W welch has discovered undergirding book of mormon
rhetorical structure is a concentric form ontological density is inevit
evitably
ably intensified by the centripetal force of such balanced elements
as the structure of alma 36
202
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my son give ear to my words v 1
keep the commandments and ye shall prosper in the land v
captivity of our fathers bondage v 2
he surely did deliver them v 2
trust in god v 3
support in trials troubles and afflictions v 3
1I know this not of myself but of god v 4

born of god v 5
paralyzed
limbs paralysed

1

v 10

the agony of conversion
destroyed v 11
racked with eternal torment v 12
harrowed up to the greatest degree v 12
racked with all my sins v 12
tormented with the pains of hell v 13
inexpressible horror v 14
banished and extinct v 15
pains of a damned soul v 16

called upon jesus christ
ahnst v
chn

18

the joy of conversion
no more pain v 19
oh what joy v 20
what marvelous light v 20
soul filled with joy as exceeding as was my pain v 20
exquisite v 21
nothing as sweet as was my joy v 22
singing and praising god v 22
long to be with god v 22

use of limbs returns v 23
born of god v 26
therefore my knowledge is of god v 26
supported under trials and troubles and afflictions v 27
trust in him v 27

he

will deliver me v 27
egypt captivity v 28 29

keep the commandments and ye shall prosper in the land v 30
this according to his word v 303

we ought not then to be misled by the and it came to passs
basss
beholds the essence of book of morjor
and the Os and
nd yeas and
andhor
for
andfor
forbeholds
mon style is concentration the working vocabulary of 1 nephi ac-

bramwells
wells 1960 brigham young university
cording to E craig Bram
thesis
hebrew idioms in the small plates of nephi has only
john W welch
autumn 1969 83

chiasmus in the book of mormon

brigham young university studies 10
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twenty three percent more words than comparable old testament
Shake speares written
sections 2696 root words a mere tithe of shakespeares
vocabulary perhaps the most impressive aspect of that compact
vocabulary is its sparing use of adjectives most literary stylists
sty lists feel
that where modifiers are concerned less is more the inimitably con
centratred
centra tred genesis 1 for instance boasts but sixteen simple adjectives in its nearly nine hundred words
the slightly longer first
chapter of 1I nephi has impressively enough only sixteen adjectives
the first chapter of genesis representing as it does the bible at
its best makes for interesting stylistic comparison with
1 nephi 1 which 1I take to be typical of book of mormon style
and
it came to passs
kwains estimate of two
basss while something short of twains
thirds of the total words do comprise fully five percent of nephis
first chapter yet in genesis where there is virtually no feeling of
redundancy there is much more repetition thus 1I suspect it is not
rhetorical formulas which make the book of mormon less dynamic
rhetorically there are as many and the mornings and and god saw
that it was goods in genesis 1 as there are and it came to passs
basss in
1 nephi 1
Gods
god
gof alys
and more and godsaids
aids what becomes in the book of
mormon a mannerism as annoying as our modern yonow
y know is in its
yknow
essential impulse rhetorically sound cornercutting
Corner cutting formulas like
blunt and transitions however mon
monotonous
tonous they may sound to a
montonous
modern ear are attempts at terseness
that is not to say that the book of mormon is total literary concentration
cent ration in 1 nephi 1 such idle repetitions as being thus overcome with the spirit in verse 8 after being overcome with the
spirit in verse 7 or as he prayed unto the lord in verse 6 following immediately upon as he went forth prayed unto the lord in
verse 5 are difficult to forgive let alone defend and yea becomes
so consistently an announcement of unnecessary repetition or
superfluous explication that it doesnt take a sensitive reader long to
learn to skip those and
arld yea passages as religiously as he avoids pedanarid
tic footnotes
but even this weakness is relative we ought not to let the fact
that much more is said in genesis 1 than 1I nephi 1 obscure the fact
that a great deal is said in 1 nephi 1 nephi may not get the world
created in those 934 words but he manages masterfully to establish
persona
personal place purpose even spirit his first chapter radiating out
in its careful chiasmic structure from the visionary center of verse 9
Dick enss opening to A tale
reminds me of such artful beginnings as dickenss
it was the best of times it was the worst of times
of two cities
As hugh nibley has shown us in lehi in the desert from its formal
204
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introductory egyptian colophon to its climactic statement of thesis
succinctness marks 1 nephi 1 to be the abridgement
abridge ment nephi informs
us that it isa
is4
nephi having been born of goodly parents therefore 1I was
taught somewhat in all the learning of my father and having seen many
afflictions in the course of my days nevertheless having been highly
favored of the lord in all my days yea having had a great knowledge of
the goodness and the mysteries of god therefore I1 make a record of my
1I

proceedings in my days

falls something short of the concentration of in the beginning god
created the heaven and the earth
id prefer the nephi statement in
half the words
nephi born of goodly parents and having been highly favored
of the lord make a record of my days
1I

but then

im

an english teacher and what s worse a bible
reading english teacher in the concentration contest the book of
mormon clearly comes in second to the king james version but in
this race thats admirably high place
the book of mormon is impressively concentrated our choosing
as standard against which to measure it the most superlatively
understated volume in the english language attests that concentration concentration could well be the weakest area of book of mormon style even here at its worst the book of mormon invites
favorable comparison with the king james version of the bible

pp
ap

ahugh nibley leai
4hugh
in the desert
leaz
hugh
lehi
lealin

& the

vorldofthejaredites salt lake city utah bookcraft

1952

13 20
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the irrigation turn
sally T taylor
placing his sinking steps
along the ditchbanks
ditch banks
straight ridged and muddy path
he paced the racing water
flowing to his field
shovel staffed he followed
force and flow with misers
eyes and gauged the stream
against past time pithed
tithed turns
to weigh his water rights

he

scooped the weeds and mud
with dripping strokes to free
from damming stands the moving
water the pale bloods field
flow his crops communion

then down

each row the flow
like silver veins dispersed

the man at fields end paused
and bowing to the labor
removed the second field gate

sally T taylor is an assistant professor in the english department brigham young university
odthe
of the utah state poetry
the irrigation turn was the 1979 first place poem in the ann W hafen category ofthe
society contest
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brother joseph Is truly
A wonderful man he Is all
we could wish a prophet to be
pre 1844 letters of william law
lyndon W cook

although now seldom recognized as being anything more than a
bitter apostate william law was for several years a church member
18 09 william imof considerable faith born in northern ireland in 1809
migrated to america with his family about ten years later finally settling in mercer county pennsylvania he later moved to churchville ontario canada where he owned and operated a mill and
served as local postmaster here in upper canada william married
canadian born jane silverthorn who bore him eight children it was
here that william law was converted to the church in 1836 through
efforts
the effortsof
effortsof
of john taylor and almon W babbitt
located nearly twentyfive
twenty five miles northwest of toronto church
ville was for a time recognized as a major stronghold of mormonism
in upper canada and william law appears to have presided over the
churchville branch after his ordination to elder by parley P pratt on
24 april 1837 some of williams close mormon friends in churchville and neighboring settlements were the jacob scott family robert
B thompson james mulholland and the edward lawrence family
all of whom would have interesting relationships with the prophet in
nauvoo illinois
after the major mormon exodus from kirtland in 1838 many
canadian saints possessed of a gathering spirit made preparations
to remove to far west missouri william law however was unable
to dispose of his business concerns in upper canada until 1839 when
nauvoo had become the new gathering place bent on gathering
with the saints william led a seven wagon caravan of canadian
saints to nauvoo arriving the first week of november 1839 nauvoo
would be home for william and his family until the summer of 1844
lyndon W cook a research historian teaches part time for the college of religious instruction at brigham
young university he is preparing a definitive biographical essay on william law
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william wasted little time putting down roots at nauvoo with
his brother wilson as partner he purchased properties opened a
store and proceeded to build a mill he saw in the large influx of
mormons
cormons to nauvoo an opportunity to personally take advantage of
the economic growth of the community and though not rich
william became a man of means possessing some influence and
power particularly among many of the canadian converts then settling in the mormon city his abilities soon came to the notice of the
tlingin
tlingit
prophet joseph smith who with divine confirmation selected him as
a counselor in the first presidency in 1841 for nearly three years
william law served in this high position with dignity making two
important missions to the eastern states though the prophet and
william did not always see eye to eye politically and had divergent
even conflicting financial interests they did nevertheless maintain a
relative stability in the presidency by the summer of 1842 primarily
because of his ecclesiastical position william was drawn into the
prophets inner circle and introduced to additional sacred truths
when weighed in the balance however to test his faith william

faltered
by the fall of 1843 william had become convinced that the
prophet had abused his authority in the matter of plural marriage A
complete and permanent rupture between william law and joseph
1845 when william opted to side
smith had occurred by christmas 1843
cormons who opposed the prophet in addiwith other disaffected mormons
tion to rejecting the principle of plural marriage william law and
other dissidents balked at two other of the prophet s teachings a
plurality of gods and unconditional sealing up unto eternal life by
the spring of 1844 william and his cohorts had determined not merely to leave mormonism behind but to publicly denounce joseph
smiths private teachings which they called doctrines of devils after
their excommunication in april 1844 william and his brother with
others established a printing office and issued one number of a paper
called the nauvoo expositor 7 june 1844 by publication of personal
exposejoseph
joseph smith
statements and sworn testimony they sought to expose
mormons and to publicly traduce his character the city
to nauvoo cormons
councils decision to defend joseph and to destroy the printing press
as a public nuisance had far reaching effects ultimately resulting in
the death of the prophet
mormons
in june 1844
Mor
menaced by angry cormons
mons the laws left nauvoo injune
injure
traveling north up the mississippi river they settled first at burlington then at rock island later near galena illinois in 1866 the
laws moved a final time across the illinois border into wisconsin
208
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william had become involved in the practice of medicine

at

shullsburg
burg he established a fairly successful medical practice which he
Shulls
maintained until his death on 12 january 1892 but he remained
estranged from the church
the following six letters written by william law while he was
still a member in good standing breathe a spirit of faith and brotherly concern for his fellow members in the restored gospel concerning
the missionary efforts of heber C kimball orson hyde isaac
russell and others in england in 1837 william law wrote 1 I rejoice that so many are likely to join the church in england I1 trust
that they will prove faithful that we may all meet in zion from every
clime
similarly the letters
see letter dated 10 november 1837
reflect williams conviction that joseph smith was a divinely called
prophet penned at a time when mormon dissenters throughout the
church including william law s close friend and once idol isaac
russell were denouncing joseph smith as a fallen prophet the correspondence goes far in its defense of joseph smith after living in
close proximity to joseph smith for a year in nauvoo william wrote
of the prophet I have carefully watched his movements since I1 have
honour able
been here and 1I assure you 1I have found him honest and honourable
in all our transactions which have been very considerable 1I believe he
is an honest upright man
see letter dated 29 november 1840
our knowledge of william law s later disaffection should not
discolor his earlier good deeds nor should it distort our understanding of the man nor lessen our appreciation of his early championing
of mormonism these letters preserve for us an important insight into a man and a cause chosen as counselor in the first presidency and
being one of nine men to whom the prophet joseph smith first administered the endowment in 1842 speaks well for william law s
earlier efforts for the cause of truth
1
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mr isaac russeli
russell
city of toronto
Churchville 2 may 12th 37

dear friend

&

brother

fronxyou
you by mr turley 3 he
fromyou
had the pleasure of hearing from
says you intend to remain in toronto for a few days 1I therefore write
russel4 and children to
russela
you or rather request that you will allow mrs russej4
spend a few weeks at churchville we will be extremely happy of the addition to our family till your return from kirtland I1 really wish you
would have her and the children to stay with us till your return they
will be no trouble but a pleasure therefore do not deny my
request you know that mail comes here on friday therefore if you will
511I
write me what time mrs russel would be at the mouth of the credit51
Credit
would send down a team for her or 1I could send a waggon to toronto
for them which ever you would prefer
mrs dawg wishes mrs russel to stop with witcher
withher
wrthher till you come
back and you know she will be safe here so just write me and I1 will
send down to the city for her and the children which I1 think the best
way tis better than going on the boat
there has nothing of moment occurred since 1I saw you
we are as well as usual thanks to the giver of every good and
perfect gift
perhaps you will come and see us again before you go away 7
please remember me to the friends and believe me yours
I1 this day

most affectionately

wm law
churchville UC

wm law

may 12th 37

free

PM

the son of william russell and isabella peart was born 13 april 1807 in
in 1817 isaac married
windy hall cumberland county england his family immigrated to upper canada in1817
mary walton also from cumberland county in 1823 they settled in toronto where he was converted to
the church by parley P pratt isaac russell accompanied heber C kimball and others on the first british
mission in 1837 where he had much success in his native land of cumberland county after returning from
england isaac settled in far west missouri in 1838 he became convinced thatjoseph
that joseph was a fallen prophet
he influenced several canadian as well as british saints to leave the church isaac russell died in richmond
ray county missouri 25 september 1844 see HC 2494 see also joseph fielding journal church arisaac russell

1807 1844

chives

2the
athe community of churchville for a time one of the strongest branches of the church in upper
twenty five miles northwest of toronto A post office was
canada was situated on the credit river about twentyfive
established in 1837 with william law as postmaster
theodore turley 1801 1871 joined the church in upper canada

nauvoo

mary

waiton russell
walion
walton

1811 1864 was the daughter

he operated a gunsmith shop in

ofjohn walton and ann millican and the wife of
ofjohn

isaac russell

the credit river

jane silverthorn law 1814 1882 wife of william law
janc
go away ie to england this is an early reference to the plans of several canadian converts to
ago
7go
760
preach the gospel to friends and relatives in england
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8

esaac russell
isaac
saac

care
car of mr jackson wanless
alston post office
cumberland england
lcumberland
my

churchville nov loth 1837

dear friend

had a short time ago the pleasure of receiving your kind epistle
which gave much joy to your friends in this neighbourhood
neighbourhood 1I need not
say how glad 1I was to find you well and the work of our lord prossner
prossper
favour able voyage and although trials persecu
ing you had a very favourable
perselu
eions
tions privations and sorrows await the saints yet god will not forsake
them yea in the hour of their greatest need he will stand by them to
I1

deliver

you

wish to know how we stand here 1I shall tell you how we appear to stand but god knoweth the heart all who belong to this
branch are faithful 1I believe but bro hunter & sister bell who appear
to me to be rather doubtful however 1I wont judge
1I baptized isaac and robert scott 9 so you see the old manio
manlo has all
his sons the old lady and sarah12 are still obstinate john scotts13
Scotts13
brotherinlaw
Nel
brotherinlaw has joined the church also george belsons
sons mother is
nelsons
also a member 14 mrs graham stands fast in the faith 1I believe and 1I
mcknolly
Mc Knoll the little branch down at bro
have heard but little of mrs mcknoll
larances15 has not lived up to their privileges but 1I hope they will do
better for the future mrs rowse and her mother went to rochester
some time ago the old lady is not what we took her to be 1I am afraid
but god knoweth therefore I1 dare not condemn
turley1616 and bro thompson17
bro Turley
Thompson17 have built up a little branch in
the upper part of chyugeonsy18 of 12 members mrs thompson 19
has resided with us for some weeks she is very anxious to hear from
brother20
brother2o
her brotherto
brother20 who went with you
isaac russell and john snyder after arriving with others of the british mission in preston england in
july 1837 were assigned to preach in alston cumberland county england
esaac
saac and robert scott were sons of jacob and sarah warnock scott isaac married sarah H hall in
nauvoo 17 march 1844 isaac and sarah were influenced by william law to leave the church in 1844 see
george F partridge ed
cormons
Mor mons
the death of a mormon dictator letters of massachusetts mormons
1843 1848

the new england quarterly december

1936.
1936

scott born in armagh ireland was baptized in churchville on 22 march 1837 by isaac russell
he died in nauvoo 2 january 1845
i sarah warnock scott wife of jacob scott
sarah scott was the daughter of jacob and sarah warnock scott
13john
john scott 1811 1876 was the son ofjacob and sarah warnock scott he married elizabeth menerey
Mill creek utah
john scott died a member of the church at millcreek
george nelson his mother and other members of the family became converts to the church in upper
canada moved to far west missouri where they were influenced by isaac russells apostasy and were excommunicated on 26 april 1839 they later settled in nauvoo
the edward lawrence family included his wife margaret and at least six children sarah maria henry
her husband and the family s move to nauvoo margaret marother
nelson james and julia after the death of
ried josiah butterfield
10jacob
jacob

6theodore turley
theodore
arobert blashel
7robert
beashel thompson 1811 1841 joined the church in
robert
prophets scribe from 1839 to 1841

upper canada in 1826 he served

as

the

athe
sthe word is nearly illegible
mercy rachel fielding thompson sister of joseph fielding
20joseph fielding 1797 1863 was baptized in upper canada in 1836
113the
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your sisters in toronto are well and stand fast in the faith desiring to be remembered to you mrs Walton
waiton21 was over in kirtland a
short time ago and wishes me to say to you that your wife is well and
appears to be more comfortable and contented than she has seen her for
ac we had the blessing
some time your children are in good health &c
of a visit from bro joseph smithjr
smith jr and bro sidney rigdon they were
here for four or five days 22 from whom we received much information
one thing I1 would mention he says we have a right to administer to such
as sister graham who is prevented by their husbands from baptism we
ac
may confirm such and give the sacrament &c
bro joseph is truly a wonderful man he is all we could wish a prophbrojoseph
et to be and bro sidney what eloquence is his and think how he has
sacrificed for the truth
1I rejoice that so many are likely to join the church in23 england
I1 trust they will prove faithful that we may all meet in zion from every
26 are labour
taylor26
labouring
ing below toronto and
Clime 24 bro babbit25
Babbit25 & Taylor
clime24
and the lord is bringing many in
you ask me if 1I would join you in your labours
laboure and be your companion in the work 1I would rather travel with you as than any other one
when 1I do travel but 1I think I1 shall be directed by the presidency to
1I do not know how soon my way
what quarter of the world 1I shall go
will be open but when it is I1 shall go forth in the strength of jacobs

god

am aware we must endure affliction but 1I wont shrink from my
sacrafice
calling though I1 should have to sacrifice
sac rafice all things
the difficulties at kirtland are all settled27
settled27 and the high minded
ones have become humble mr scott28 and family send their love to
you mrs law29 & mrs Thompson 30 send their love to you and all your
snider31
snider3l31 is with you
old friends wish to be remembered to you if bro Snider
ac 1I believe we
remember me to him and tell him his family is well &c
will have a rebellion in the lower province and perhaps in this ie upper canada32
Canada32 I1 suppose bro turly told you that he sold and will
ac I1 would go very thankful if you would write
move off next spring &c
me soon again as I1 am very desirous to hear from you often
mrs walton wishes you to ask robert walton if there is anything
coming from the holyfield lead mine now and mention it when you
1I

undoubtedly isabell walton sister of isaac russell and one of parley P pratts first converts in toronto
in 1836
2

the prophets visit to upper canada occurred in august

1837 where he was engaged

churches in canada preaching baptizing blessing the saints and strengthening the branches
23torn
torn
24tom
torn

in visiting the
HC 2508

almon W babbitt 1813 1856
aimon
26john
john taylor 1808 1887 became a convert to the church in upper canada in 1836
27 27widespread
widespread apostasy in kirtland in 1837
28jacob
jacob scott
29jane
jane silverthorn law
mercy rachel fielding thompson sister of ofjoseph
joseph fielding
31john
john snyder 1800 1875 was baptized in upper canada in 1836
321n
in 1837 revolts broke out in both upper ontario and lower quebec canada with rebels demanding
responsible government from the british while the uprisings were a military fiasco they play no small part
in bringing about the 1839 durham report a constitutional document which proposed the unification of
upper and lower canada and the establishment of a popularly elected legislature with ultimate authority see
R macgregor dawson the government ofcanada
ap 11 12
of toronto press 1970 pp
of canada toronto univ oftoronto
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write and that the god of our fathers may always bless comfort and
deliver you is the prayer of your brother in the bonds of the ever lasting

gospel of christ
Iss I1

wm
win law

vertically along the margin I1 wish very much to see you but I1 suppose
you wont return for some time remember me in your prayers and I1
shall you

georgetown mercer cy pa
january 17th 1839

dear brother
it is now near three months since 1I wrote to sister walton33
Walton33 & bro
34 and also to bro thompson 35
5511I have looked for a reply with the
351
snider34
Snider
utmost anxiety but have not heard a word from any of you yet perhaps
my letters did not reach you
please tell sister walton that mary ann36 is in good health and
would be quite content if we had a letter from her brother shewing
chewing that
ac 1I was detained here in the fall waiting from day to
you are all well &c
day for some money which 1I expected from canada but which has not
1I have some prospect of
even yet come to hand but will in a short time
selling out in canada as the estate will be divided this winter at all
events I1 shall have enough to take us up in the spring 37 & a little
over tell sister walton that 1I regret exceedingly that 1I did not get up
to missouri on account of mary ann least she should need her but it
was out of my power 38 1I shall take as good care of mary ann as if she
were my own child we live in a comfortable rented house and 1I keep my
ac
teams at work so we are getting along very well &c
we have heard of much trouble in missouri which 1I suppose is true
ians are determined to drive our people all out of
in part the Missour
missourians
the state but 1I trust the lord will not suffer it to be so 1I fear there has
been wickedness in the camp but I1 hope this chastisement will be for
the good of all 1I wish very much to hear what the latest revelations say
about these things for if the church will ask the lord no doubt he will
make known his will to them and tell them how to act &c
ac &c
ac
1I wrote to bro snider and requested him to be so good as to let
sister walton have forty dollars if he would and 1I will would settle with
him for it in the spring when I1 come up if bro snider did not get my

walton
john snyder
35 robert B thompson
mary ann walton appears to be the daughter of isabella walton
36mary
33 isabella
33isabella

up
31up

to missouri

amary
mary ann
3mary

walton appears to have traveled to nauvoo with william laws family in late 1839 robert
walton undoubtedly her brother came to nauvoo from far west missouri to fetch mary ann in october 1839 see leonora taylor to john taylor october 1839 church archives
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letter please mention this to him and if he can spare the money I1 would
be very glad to have it given sister walton as she has no one to help her
frornjohn
john walton39
to work tell her that mary ann had a letter from
Walton39 he is in
said
sald he would come up to missouri he cut his foot badly
andraid
andsaid
canada and
while in ohio or indiana and when it got well his money was done and
suppose he was discouraged and thought he would go home so he
worked along from place to place till he got back but 1I suppose he will
come up next summer to missouri
sister walton might send me an order on mr milburn for any rents
or moneys that may be in his hands as perhaps 1I may go over in a
month or two and could bring it to her
1I wish you would write to me as soon as you get this and tell me all
write
ac
the news &c
1I would like to know how pro
bro snider lost his horses and which ones
he lost
scott40 to write me and tell bros Mulholland 41 and
tell father scott4o
turley 42 and all my old friends who are writers to write me I1 cant get
letters enough
I1 have preached a little and intend to preach more 1I baptised
sed one
baptized
bapti
in this place
we enjoy pretty good health thanks be to our heavenly father for
all his mercies
43 thought of going up with me in the spring
one of my brothers
brothers43
and taking a store of goods I1 wish you would let me know how it would
answer he is a strong advocate for our doctrines and will 1I hope eventually be a member of the church at present 1I have very little hope of the
rest of my brothers but the lord can turn any heart from the error of
education
44 died a few weeks ago after many years of sickness
my mothery
mother44
mother4
mother
which she bore patiently
my father45
ac
father45 is much opposed to these things from evil reports &c
which he has heard
the hicks46 are here and intend going up in the spring
the evil reports which we hear did not discourage us as we know in
whom we trust we are determined to hold out to the end though we
may have to suffer all things
I1 hope you will not forget us in your prayers
remember us to all our friends with devoted love
mary anns love to all her friends
1I

john walton appears to have been

mary

anns

brother

jacob scott
41james
james mulholland 1804 1839 was born in ireland and was converted to the church in upper canada
he served as joseph smiths scribe from 1838 to 1839
42 theodore turley
wilson law 1807 1877 william was the youngest of five brothers contrary to william s later
statements his brother wilson was baptized and ordained an elder in nauvoo joseph smith married wilson
slices on 25 december 1842 at nauvoo elizabeth died in nauvoo 31 march 1844 see
law and elizabeth F sikes
joseph smith diary 31 march 1844 church archives
mary wilson law
45 richard law
46 46possibly
possibly william hicks orjohn
or john A hicks
forjohn
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direct your letters to mercer post office mercer county pennsylvania
believe me most affectionately

yours in the bonds of the everlasting gospel of christ
s win
wm law

to mr

isaac russel

47 is in missouri or if you know where
know whether mr glines47
Glines
he and his family are as they left churchville for missouri WL
do not delay writing even for a day

let me

georgetown mercer cy pa
march 27th 39

dear brother
reed your kind letter of the 5th
ath feb y and am happy to find
you well and in good faith 1I judge you have stood the trial pretty well
it is wisdom in the almighty that these things should be that the
church might be purged and made clean that the pure in heart alone
might remain 1I am glad to hear that orson hide48
hide4l
hidell has
returned to the bosom of the church and as to our other brethren who
are a little out of the way 1I have no doubts but they will all come right
again the devil is seeking by every means to distroy
destroy us and we should
pray for each other and uphold each other by faith 1I had a letter from
49 some time ago
I1 could not say that there was any thing in
russel49
bro russej49
Russel
it out of the way he said nothing against joseph he said there was
much pride and avariceousness
avariciousness in the church said they had broken the
commandments as to obtaining an inheritance in zion which should be
by purchase see page 143 doctrine & covenants 50 1I have no doubt but
scurge
there has been transgression in the church or the lord would not scourge
them but all things will work together for good to those who love and
fear god
and as to joseph building a bank at kirtland I1 look on it
as like unto the affair of david being moved by god to number the peoad samuel 24 chap
ple when he wasyi
was51
wasil displeased with israel see 2d
ist verse so the lord was angry with the saints and suffered them to
have the bank as a snare that he might punish them for their love of
riches and speculation &c
ac
when joseph ordains another in his stead52 1I shall be willing to
receive him but not till then but 1I have not the most foreign idea that
1I

undoubtedly john glines a canadian convert from churchville he later settled near nauvoo
crscm hyde 1805 1878 was disfellowshipped
480rson
ped because ofhis
ochis
of his disaffection in missouri in 1838 but after
disfellowship
sincere repentance he was restored to his position in the quorum of the twelve apostles on 27 june 1839
47

isaac russell
491saac

see doctrine and
10see
5itorn
torn
52d&c
dscc 434 speaks

covenants 6327

31

joseph smiths having authority to appoint another in his stead
of ofjoseph
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the lord will remove joseph from the presidency ever I1 have heard
many dreadful reports about the mormon war 53 but found at last a
true account of the affair in the quincy argus
dear bro we do not live in the right generation for temporal happiness but then the happiness and glory of that city which we seek
beyond the sufferings of mortality is such as to enable us to bear the ills
of this present life with some degree of fortitude we should be very
careful to observe the commandments and to walk humbly before the
lord and to have our whole trust placed in him and not to trust to our
seebeth to destroy us that zion should not be
own wisdom for the devil seeketh
built up but it shall be built up by the pure in heart yea it shall yet be
glorious and teribie to the praise of the lord and to the safety of his
people
1I hear you are married to my particular friend sister sarah54
may
the richest blessings of heaven rest on your heads forever
As soon as I1 learn the fixed place of resting for the saints 1I shall
endeavour to move there for I1 long to be with the saints to be
gathered with the people of god and I1 trust that after this cha
chastening
stening
the saints will strive to serve the lord in truth and righteousness
filling up their cupof
cup of iniquicupol
the inhabitants of missouri have been rilling
ty and the lord will doubtless soon bring judgments upon them and
ac
they will be cut off that the saints may possess the land in peace &c
we are all well our love to our friends

yours in the gospel of christ
s

to mr james

wm law

molholland
march 27 29 183955

dear brother
you see I1 have left but little room to write to you nor have 1I much
to write I1 am somewhat astonished at my old friends concerning the
box but let it go so they are paid the amt
arnt of their claims and 1I
revoke the order to give sister walton56
Russel57 the contents of
Walton56 & bro russel57
the box and I1 beg to request of you to sell so much of the contents of it
as will pay you back the 16 sister thompson58
Thompson58 paid on it and also for
the expense of bringing it to quincy the rest if there be any left please
keep till we reach you we are very thankful to sister thompson for her

mormon extermination from missouri 1838 1839
5454james
of jacob scott and mary warnock scott
james mulholland married sarah scott daughter ofjacob
this letter to robert B thompson was appended to the mulholland letter and would have been written
sometime between 27 march 1839 and the date of postmark 29 march 1839
53

311
igl
igi
isabella
sabelia
sabella

walton
esaac
isaac
saac russell
mercy
5mercy fielding thompson
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care of the box she did wisely in bringing it with her but it was a great
trouble which we shall not forget
As to the merchantile
tile business 1I wish you would give me all the inMerchan
formation you can on that subject as early as possible as my brother 59
wishes to go to the west this season let me know how the people pay
what kind of goods is most suitable how much capital would be needed
whether there are many stores there and where the best situation would
be for doing business in that line give me a description of the country
ac &c
ac and tell me where the saints are going to settle if you
climate &c
know would a first rate new horsepower for grinding and sawing be
useful there is a new invention come out that is excellent
60 will soon get out to the joy of the
I1 hope our brethren in prison
prison6o
prison60

church
hope you sister thompson & child enjoy good health we long
exceedingly to see you our love to all our friends
61 & Snider 62
turley61
turley6l
to write me
tell brothers Turley
1I

yours in the gospel
s

mr

robert

on verso

B

wm law

thompson

write soon and direct

as formerly to

Culbert
culbertsons
sons PO
mercer cy
pa
go out to preach just come here it is perhaps as good a place as
any and 1I will go out with you should any good preacher come here 1I
could be glad to receive him and would try to preach along with him

if you

nauvoo 111
ill
ili
lii
lil
nov 29th 1840
bro russell
far west missouri

dear sir
of my former letters have not been answd 1I thought
perhaps you did not get them and as 1I can now send you a few lines by
6311 thot 1I would improve the opportunity
bro goodson 63
As some

wilson law
joseph smith hyrum smith lyman wight caleb baldwin and alexander mcrae in libertyjail
liberty jail
jali and
jall
parley P pratt king follett morris phelps and luman gibbs in boone county jail columbia missouri
61 61theodore
theodore turley
152john
john snyder
63john
john goodson a canadian convert who accompanied heber C kimball and others on the british mission in 1837 was influenced by isaac russells apostasy goodson himself was excommunicated in 1839
59 59wilson
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it is needless for me to express my regret that you remain so long
from the body of the church you who have been so very zealous for the
cause of christ you who have been willing to sacrifice all things for the
building up of the kingdom in the last days read the book of mormon
and you will find that joseph has not fallen he has not done his work
yet and if he sins is there no room for repentance can not god forgive
him and can not we forgive him very often in a day
1I have carefully watched his movements since 1
I have been here 64
honourable
able in all our
and 1I assure you I1 have found him honest and honour
transactions which have been very considerable I1 believe he is an
honest upright man and as to his follies let who ever is guiltless throw
the first stone at him 1I shant do it

he continues to bring forth the deep mysteries of the kingdom
and we feast upon them til our souls are made fat and our hearts rejoice
exceedingly 1I wish you lived here you would soon change your views of
matters and become reconciled pardon me when I1 say that I1 fear some
evil spirit has predjudiced your mind and then takes the advantage of
organized
organi sed church on the
you you now stand opposed to the only organised
earth a church which god now acknowledges by revelations and the
gift of his holy spirit 1I know that god has not cast off his people
though there are some wicked amongst them you know the kingdom is
a net which gathereth
gat hereth of every kind and the tares are allowed to remain
ac
for a time &c
there never was a time when the church prospered as much as at
present throughout the world the good and the honorable of the earth
are obeying the gospel and rejoicing in its gifts and blessings why do you
you can do
keep away from the work of the lord
nothing where you are you cannot advance the work of the lord there
come forth then and submit to the order that god has
established and let your voice be heard amongst the nations you were
once a mighty man why then be rebellious because of offences or from
any other cause as to you being cut off from the churchjoseph
church joseph disapproved of it with much warmth and wishes you and the rest to appeal at
the general assembly of the church you would be received here with
open arms were you to come back
I1 wish you would write me immediately as I1 want to hear from you
mr goodson is here 1I have not learnd his business he starts back
today
my love to your family and all our friends we are well thanks be to
our heavenly father
yours
s wm law
tst
ist

give our love to mary ann walton65
Walton65 tell her we get along as usual
ac and that we are all well and would
that the church is prospering &c
ac our love to her mother
like to see her &c
W
WLL
william law arrived in nauvoo in early november 1839
65 65daughter of
daughter robert and isabella walton
64 64william
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book reviews
ed by the hands of wise men essays on the
US constitution provo utah brigham young university press
pp
ap 495
4.95
1979 128
128pp
495

HILLAM RAY C

reviewed by donald Q cannon professor of church history and doctrine brigham
young university

by the hands of wise men contains an introduction and seven
essays by authors trained in the disciplines of history economics law
this book is an
because
philosophy and political science
outgrowth of a symposium sponsored by the college of social
sciences in commemoration of the centennial of brigham young
university it has both the strengths and weaknesses of that relationship it includes the work of some emiment
eminent scholars but it also has
some material that does not fit comfortably with the other essays by
the hands of wise men contains an introduction and seven essays by
authors trained in the disciplines of history economics law
philosophy and political science
the first essay the doctrine of an inspired constitution by
noel reynolds 1I deserves to be the lead essay because its title and
basic assumptions are central to the books theme reynolds believes
that the US constitution is an inspired document furthermore he
argues that the process of divine inspiration related to the constituthe
tion is similar to the process involved in the welfare program of th
church that is inspiration comes through the historical process of

growth and experimentation

reynoldss
ss
Reynold
while reynoldsn

essay contains many brilliant insights

it is

marred by some questionable assumptions on page three for example he claims that most early americans saw the hand of god shaping american destiny when in fact many early americans were
clearly skeptical of such a notion professor reynolds also says that
notable historians of the nineteenth century echoed this providential
noel

B

reynolds

spring 1976

the doctrine of an inspired constitution

brigham young university studies

16

315 40
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view of america citing specifically george bancroft although bancroft did believe that it should be noted that he was an exception
on the positive side some of professor reynoldss
reynoldsn
ss conclusions are exReynold
cel
cellent
lent he warns his readers for example some latter day saints
seem to take the prophetic teaching that the constitution was inspired as a reason for insisting that the original document was a final

achievement which should never be modified or revised
in virtue and the constitution richard L bushman claims
that virtue is absolutely essential to the proper functioning of the
US constitution his definition of virtue the avoidance of self
indulgence and the sacrifice of personal interest for the good of the
whole is borrowed from the noted american historian gordon S
wood the constitution argues dr bushman was an effort to compensate for the lack of virtue in americans even though the constit ution guards against selfishness americans must be vigilant in
stitution
promoting virtue which is its opposite bushman says we can accom
complish
plish this best by teaching faith and virtue
2martin
martin B hickman deals with
on
in his essay conj
onjJ reuben clark 2 bmartin
three aspects of president clark s commentaries on the constitution
1 his belief that it was an inspired document
2 the centrality of
the separation of powers and 53 the freedoms of the first amendment he summarizes president clarks thinking on the inspired
nature of the document in this manner
he viewed history through
the lens of faith
the balance of the essay is a clear and persuasive
statement of J reuben clarks views on the US constitution
reading this essay persuades me to agree with dean hickman that
J reuben clarks unique contribution was his ability to write with
precision about the constitution
mormons
L dwight israelsens
Mor
Israel sens essay on cormons
mons the constitution and
the host economy describes the ideal system of economics and
government as the law of consecration he points out that the
capitalist system fostered by the US constitution is the best host
economy because it allows the church the option of activating or
deactivating the law of consecration as necessary israelsen cautions
mormons
cormons
Mor mons
having been taught the superiority of capitalism as a
mormons
host system they cormons
Mor mons begin to attribute capitalistic institutions as well as the attitudes and operational characteristics of
capitalism to the ideal system
this is a solid essay but there seems
to be too much on economics and too little on the constitution
asee
2see
ee dialogue
1973 426 40

normon
A journal ofmormon
kormon thought 7 spring 1972
of mormon

37 46 and BYU studies 13 spring
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consequently this article does not integrate as easily as it should with
others in the book
the constitution as change is the subject of the essay by
william clayton kimball exploring the relationship of the written
constitution to american constitutional culture he concludes that the
real US constitution is not the document but what the people say
it is and what they will sustain it to be
in this insightful essay professor kimball tells us that genuine change must take place in the
minds and hearts of the people and not just in the wording of the
constitution
rex E lee in his essay the inspired quality and the flexibility
of the constitution says that the US constitution is inspired in its
overall structure but not necessarily in each individual provision he
goes on to tell us that the breadth of the constitution is its most important inspired quality this breadth has enabled the US constit
stitution
ution to endure for almost two centuries professor lee wisely cauwe find it easy to lapse into the expansive
tions latter day saints
notion that the constitution like the gospel embraces all truth
in the concluding essay some thoughts about our constituelder neal A maxwell writes that our
tion and government
american constitution places heavy duties on the individual
some of those duties includeseeking
citizen
include seeking wise good and honest
political leaders rendering community service and being personally
righteous emphasis in this essay is on political responsibility rather
than on the constitution although it is written in elder Max
maxwells
maxwelll
wells
characteristically brilliant manner the political interest of this essay
does not blend in as comfortably with the others as it might
men
pise
wise
although it has some unevevnness by the hands of plse
vise afen
certainly is worth buying and reading it is an important contribution
toward an understanding of the US constitution the non LDS
reader might be uncomfortable with some of the material but this
book succeeds in addressing some important issues for mormon
readers concerning the constitution
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LEONE MARK P
roots
roofs of modern mormonism cambridge
mass
harvard university press 1979 250
pp 1500
ap
15.00
250pp
1500
reviewed by steven
chicago

L

olsen a

phd

candidate in anthropology university of

roots of modern mormonism

complex and insightful innovative and challenging
and troubling this attempt to analyze
mormonism from the perspective of cultural ecology is the first major
study on mormonism in a number of years to come from a nationally
recognized scholar outside the church and one of the few studies on
mormonism to employ anthropological field techniques dr leone
applies understanding of the church gained from temporary
residence and study in the little colorado river area in south central
arizona to reveal several fundamental characteristics about post
pioneer mormonism his basic thesis is that mormonism is funda
damentally
dynamic pragmatic and relativistic and that its successful
and radical adaptation to the twentieth century is a function of an
essentially individualistic ideology examining how tithing stake
mormons to
conferences church courts and testimonies have allowed cormons
adapt to changing conditions in the world around them leone concludes that mormonism maintains an appearance of authority stability and confidence primarily by discouraging the development of profess
fessional
ional theologians and historians from among its ranks who would
identify contradictions in its doctrines and significant alterations in its
mormons wear theological and historical
practices
As a result cormons
blinders to protect themselves from the realization that they have
become not the kingdom of god as they originally intended but
only one of many religious minorities in the united states in short
Mormoni sms adaptability is a function of its deceptiveness making
mormonisms
the saints think they are working for god when the church in practice is subject to mammon
before such a critique of mormonism could be accepted several
elements of the analysis must be clarified or corrected first of all in
his effort to make a point leone commits some glaring errors consider for example the following
the nineteenth century regarded
mormonism as the perfect american religion and a microcosm of
america
p vi
church leaders in the twentieth century
I
separated the church as an institution from the welfare of its
mormons
Mor mons especially older ones
165 and
people
most cormons
p 163
p 209
can report virtually nothing about the past
these
statements fly in the face of some of the most well documented
aspects of mormon history and culture
I1

is

1
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furthermore obvious internal contradictions detract from the
mormon society does
analysis on successive pages leone declares
not suffer from the old age problem as much as the rest of the counmormon elderly are displaced like the elderly
and
try does
cormons
bestow
Mor mons
everywhere ap
pp 178 79 consider also mormons
most of the meaning in their lives within the institutional framework
cormons
Mor
and mormons
mons create their own theology and
of mormonism
philosophy in the literal sense
they do their own thinking
cormons get together they are invited
p 168 finally whenever mormons
to talk about all aspects of their faith and church and they do so
without a structure which actively prescribes the right answer to any
question and sunday school for the children corresponds to the
divisions of grade school with the teacher trying to elicit spontane ous extemporaneous responses that nonetheless coincide with
taneous
what the manuals indicate is an appropriate way of answering
1888
p 18
leone also employs an overabundance of theoretical jargon which
mormon ideas cannot be arranged to
often muddles his insights
create a negative commentary on the events which they classify
through overlap on the one hand and isolation on the other the
relation between the pieces of the system have been disintegrated
the internal logic that the system once had has been functionally
destroyed thus like the past it has ceased to exist p 192
mormonisms
sms transformation is more central
leones analysis of Mormoni
to his study and his criticism of the hierarchical authoritarian and
is
fundamentalist approach to mormonism is well taken there is
conceptual looseness in mormon theology and ethical looseness
in mormon behavior both having contributed significantly to mor
moni sms dynamics but to classify mormon theology and history as
monisms
essentially do it yourself is to ignore a great deal of cultural identity and meaning which lie beyond the control of the individual mormon leone shows how the boundaries of orthodoxy as defined by
ecclesiastical courts and temple recommend interviews have changed
throughout mormon history but he does not show that these and
other institutional boundary markers are weaker than they were in
modern mormonism one could make the point that these sancpre
premodern
tions are actually more significant in the lives of contemporary mor
bellahs
lahs
bellais
mons than ever before A modern religion in robert Bel
Luckmans is one in
luckmann
terms and an invisible religion in thomas luckmans
which the standards of faithfulness have become individualized and
subjective mormonism is far from this stage in its growth
A final concern addresses leone s fundamental theoretical
I

1I 1
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an ecological analysis considers culture to be a
framework
mechanism for its members to ensure their survival through successful
adaptation to a material and temporal setting leone states the
fact that they planned and that the planning netted them survival is
mormons
Mor
the sum of the cormons
mons history p 72
although survival is a
need for all cultures a serious question is raised for those who view
mormons
mormonism primarily as a survival technique why did the cormons
maintain their peculiar institutions to the point of negating their
basic survival quest only to generate an adaptive mechanism less efficient than that of its mother country and accept so enthusiastically the
permanent status of a subordinate religious minority in america to
answer this question leone must attribute irrationality to mormon
behavior nonsense to its ritual and deception to its ideology the
limitations of leones theoretical framework seriously distort his
perspective of mormonism
neither mormonism nor any other
culture can be reducedto
to a struggle for material existence
reduced
roots
boors ofmodern
roofs
of modern mormonism contains useful and provocative insights but 1I cannot recommend it as the landmark study it was expected to be
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